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Abstract
This study evaluates the decision-making process of the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers (CaE) as it applies to the selection of land or
open-water disposal sites for sediment from dredging projects planned
by the CaE. The study seeks to illustrate:
1) the structure of the CaE decision-making process as
provided for in laws, regulations, and CaE policies;
2) the operational, economic, and environmental variables
that might influence CaE decision-making;
3) how the New England Division of the CaE makes decisions
on disposal sites for dredged material through consideration
of operational, economic and environmental objectives.
The study finds that the CaE decision-making process, with respect
to dredged material disposal, is structurally complex and bureaucratic
in nature. It is characterized by the interaction of numerous laws,
regulations, federal agencies, and public and private interests. The
process is designed to accommodate potentially conflicting interests and
objectives.
There are many potentially important variables involved in the
decision-making process. The possibility of conflicts between
operational, economic and environmental objectives requires flexibility
in decision-making. Because the potential environmental effects of
iii
dredged material disposal are still poorly understood, the environmental
objective is the one most easily compromised.
Based upon the quantitative evaluation performed in this study,
the operational economic and environmental variable groups that were
examined appear to have little or no influence on disposal site
decision-making in the New England Division (NED) of the COE. This
suggests that, in practice, the NED decision-making process is loosely
structured, project specific, and highly subjective in nature. That
finding is probably a function of the complex nature of both the dredged
material disposal problem and the decision-making process.
It is difficult for the NED decision-makers to objectively assess
the same set of variables in each disposal decision. The diversity of
potentially important variables, and the variability of project
conditions make the application of broad-scale decision rules
impractical. The decison-making process must be flexible enough to
accommodate the special considerations of each project. As a result,
disposal site selections must be made on a project-by-project basis, and
are ultimately subjective in nature.
The findings of this study raise an interesting issue in terms of
the COE's environmental regulatory requirements. The New England
Division does not appear to be making an attempt to exclude or restrict
all potentially contaminated dredged material from open-water disposal.
It seems that dredged material is excluded from open-water disposal only
if it obviously violates current regulatory standards. Little effort is
iv
made to restrict the discharge of material that may be marginally
contaminated, so long as it complies with the regulations.
If these findings reflect the policy of the New England Division,
that policy mayor may not be a justified in light of the uncertainty
surrounding the potential adverse environmental impacts of dredged
material disposal. The issue of contention is that, even though such a
policy fulfills the regulatory requirements, it does not fully conform
to the intent of Congress as expressed in the legislation.
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CHAPTER 1
.IntrpductiQn
The gQals Qf this study are tWQ-fQld. One gQal is to develop a
general understanding Qf the dredged material dispQsal issue, and the
COE's decisiQn-making prQC€RS with regard to seJectjng land or
Qpen-water' dj ~,poscd sites for dredged material frQm feder'al dredging
prQjects. These tQpics are discussed in chapters 2-4. The secQnd gQal
is tQ evaluate the results Qf dispQsal decisiQns made by the New
England Di vi si_on (NED) Qf the COE tQ detenlJi ne U,e extent tQ whi ch
certain gr'Qups Qf var'iables ar'e incorpor'ated intQ the decisiQn-making
prQcess. This mQre specific Qbjective is addressed in chapters 5 and
6. Chapter 7 presents cQnclusiQns cQncerning bQth Qbjectives.
HistQr'ically, the Arn1Y CQrps Qf Engi_neers (the COE) has
rr,aintained and expanded the navigable water's Qf the United States fQr
the purpQses Qf enhancing reSQurce develQpment and furthering "natiQnal
econQrrdc effkiency" (Mazmanian and Nienaber, 1976, 229). In SQ dQing,
the COE has dredged and dispQsed Qf about 300 million cubic yards Qf
sediment annually (BQyd et aI, 1972, 6; Hart, 1983, 27). DispQsal of
thj s enQrrr,QUS vQlume Qf mater'ial is becQmi ng an increasi ngly cQmplex
issue as an increasing number Qf cQnflicts arise between envirQnmental,
eCQnQmic, sQcial and pQlitical gQals.
The COE's role as the maintainer of the Nation's waterways became
labyrinthine in the ear'ly 1970's when its regulatQry authQrity Qver
2disposal of dredged material was expanded. Previously the CaE's
regulatory responsibility, under the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899,
included alJ drede;jng operations, but only those dispoSal oper'ations
that might interfere with navigation. Under its new mandate (see
section 2.2, herein), the CaE was required to consider the potential
environmental impacts that disposal of dredged material might have on
United States waters. The CaE's regulatory authority now covers land
disposal, where it affects the waters of the United States, and all
open-water disposal of dredged material. The CaE's regulatory mandate
establishes it as the permitting agency for proposed private dredging
projects, and requires that the criteria used to evaluate private
disposal plans also be applied to federal disposal plans.
The justificaU on for the Legislatur'e' s expansion of the CaE IS
regulatory role lies in the findings of the ocean dumping report of the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) (Marine Protection, Research and
Sanctuar·jes Act, Legislative ~istory, 4238), which suggested that the
CaE is in the best position to regulate acti vj U es over which it has
operational responsibilities (Council on Envjronmental Quality, 1972,
p. v). Several intertwined arguments have been voiced in support of
that position. First, the COE is the most knowledgeable and
experienced government agency in ter'IT's of the econoITric and
environmental considerations related to dredging and dredged material
disposal. As such, it is regarded as the agency most qualified to make
decisions pertaining to the disposal of dredged material (Miller, 1973,
67). Second, Congress presumed that regulation of dredged material
3disposal should be an extension of the authority over dredging
permitting already granted to the COE via Section 10 of the Rivers and
Habors Act of 1899. Such comprehensive authority would seemingly allow
the COE to perfon] it,:; dY'ecie)ne; opeY'oU ans without unreasonable
restr':ictJons (O'Halloran, 1982, 757). Finally, given the COE's
jurisdiction under Section 10, it was deemed appr'opr'iate to :include
regulation of d:i,scharge of dredged mater'ial into navigabl e water~
within the COE'~ author'ity in order to ovoid cor1fusion
(Fower, 1977, 522).
The s i tuaU on :i n wrd cr, the COE j s both r'egulat ing and be ing
r'egulated, c reate~ an appar'ent confl 1ct of :interests which was
recognized by the CEQ (1970, 31) in its report to the President. SOl11e
observers have ar'gued that operational responsibilities and regulatory
functions should be separated (Miller, 1973, 65) in order to avoid any
conflict of interests within the agency that might compromise its
effectiveness as a regulatory authority (O'Halloran, 1982, 757).
Wilson and Rachal (1977, 3) suggested that government agencies 8r~
ineffective in 1110difying the behav:i,or of aLbet' e,overnment agencies. If
thjs is so, can we expect regUlation to be effective on an intra-agency
level? Some political-economic theorists (Baden and Stroup, 1981, 5;
Niskanen, 1971 and 1975) have asserted that, in general, government
ag,encj e~~ ::.tli ve to expond trJE' scope of their' act) v j ties. )\ssuPling this
assertion :is corTeet, and jf we fur,ther assurr'e trJat agency expans:icn is
constrained by regulation, can we then expect that the COE will
regulate jts dredgjn~ and dispo~aJ activities irreproachably?
4In its role as grantor of permits for private dredged material
disposal, the COE is acting as a pure regulator. The functions of the
COE as "regulator" of its own disposal practices may be more inclined
toward management than pure regulation. The distinction between these
terms lies in the application of the regulations to a particular type
of dredging pr'oject, i.e., federal versus non-federal. In applying the
regulations to a non-federal dredging project, the COE, as a pure
regulator, evaluates the proposed disposal on the basis of a fixed set
of parameters, and either grants or denies a permit based on that
information. A.s a "manager" of feeler'al dr'edged rnaterj al eli spo~;81, the
parameters could be adjusted throughout the planning and evaluation
processes in order to achieve the optimal management solution within
the established regulatory constraints. In the management situation,
proposals could be incrementally modified and reconsidered throughout
the decision-making process, r'ather than being submitted "in batch" and
either accepted or rejected.
The alternatives available to the COE for disposal of dredged
material fall into basically two categories: land disposa] and open-
water disposal. Wi thin each of these br'oad categor'i es aTe a variety of
sub-alternatives, described in section 3.2, which may be desirable or
necessary for certain types of sediment or certain dredging projects.
The variables involved in selection of a disposal alternative are
numerous, and to a large extent are specific to the 10caUon and the
job being con~idered. Some generic gr'oups of these variables, which
might influence the selection of a disposal alternative, include
5technical and economic feasibility; social acceptability; political
resistance; environmental conditions at a proposed disposal site; and
the chemical and physical characteristics of the sediment. Within each
of these groups are numerous individual variables which may receive
varyhlE, deu'ees of emphasis depending upon the conditions of particular
choice situations. Scn~ variabJes rr~y be exclusive to specific
situations, whi le other,:, are comprehensive.
In its role as the regulatory agency responsible for dredged
material disposal, the COE is confronted with the task of identifying
the variables relevant to a particular choice situation, and then
weighing those variabJ e~'; to ani ve 8t an occeptClbJ.e [iol ution. \vllile
the COE may be required to consider certain variables by explicit legal
or physical conditions, the significance of n,any other' variables may
only be implied by less tangible forces in the decision-making
process.
~lcFadden ( 1975 and 1976) describes government agency
of
theinothers
this
than
some objectives are
COE decision, certain
balancingdecision-making as a
weighted more heavily than others. For each
variables may be given greater consideration
balanc ing pr"ocess. The questi on tbat or i se~ frC[11
objectives conCEIN, trJe [,:8nn8r ir Voir,j ch trle N,:n;er"ou~ variables 8re
incorporated into the decision-making process. Because many aspects of
the decision-making process are difficult or impossible to quantify,
the detemination of the optimal solution may become a subjective
exercise. Given the subjective nature of the decision-making process,
6it is difficult to make an objective assessment of the COE's regulatory
effectiveness. It would be usefui, however, to understand how the
decision-making proces~ explicitly and/or ~plicitly considers the
various influencing variable~.
7CHAPTER 2
.r[l~_ L~,gp)._E.ramework
Decisions made by the COE concerning the choice of land or open-
water disposal alternatives for dredged material are guided by an
extensive legal/regulatory structure. That part of the structure
per'ta tn in§:. to open-water' di spc.581 L~; pY'in 1c1['j]y determined by feder'al
Jeeislation. These laws explicitly address the issue of dredged waste
dj,sposal, and require the j,nstituUon of criteria for regulation of
open-water disposal of that material. The part of the legal structure
controlling land-based disposal is much less concrete in the sense that
nc federal laws expressly address the issue of dredged material
disposal on land, and no federal regulations exist to that end. There
is an indirect federal legal structure that controls land-based
disposal through administrative procedures and regulation of the
constituents and by-products of dredged material. Appendix A lists and
describes the federal legislation pertinent to dredged material
disposal decisions, and the major laws are discussed below.
2.1 Land Disposal
The legal structure regulating land disposal of dredged material
is, for the nost part, grounded in state and local laws and ordinances
(New England River Basins Commission, 1981, 6). The bases of the
state-local legal structure are environmental protection laws, and land
to give
coastal
states
8
use control laws (Cole and Brainard, 1978, 4-5). At the federal level,
the laws in cppenc{}): Ii, \\liU: tbE-" exceptjor1 of the Harine Protect,jon,
Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, [flay be clppI jed to land djsposaJ.
as described. Of those laws, the Natjonal Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA), and the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (C2m) are the
most influential a~ administrative requirelPents. The Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA), and the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act of 1972 (FWPCA) may be important in regulating
certain constituents of dredged material and its by-products,
respectively, when land dispo88J is planned.
2.1.1 Tbe Coastal Zone Management Act
Th(~ s~€:,n:if:icancp of tJle CZloiA is that it was designed
states greater control over activities occurring within their
zones. One of the major provisions of this act allows those
having an approved c088tal zone nanagenBnt plan to require that any
feder~l activjtje8 directly affecting their coasta] zone be consistent
with the objectives of the state plan. In order to implement a
land-based disposal operation, in a state with an approved coastal zone
management plan, the CaE must first ensure that the activity is
consistent with that state's plan. Once compliance with the plan has
been established the actiVity is subject to public review and
certification by the Department of Commerce (Cole and Brainard, 1978,
25 ).
92.1.2 The National Environmental Policy Act
NEFA was enacted during a natjonwjde environmental movement for'
the purpose of establishing a national environmental policy that would
pro!'llote efforts to pr'event env ir'onn:ental damage and encourage harmony
between man and his environment. w~at the statute effectively did was
to require ever')' feder'al agency to as~,e::,s, and repor·t on, the potential
environn1ental in)pact~; of thej,t pr'oposeo actions. The NEPA complicated
dredged material disposal decisions by requiring that an environn~ntal
impact statement (EIS) be prepared, and a public hearing be conducted,
for each proposed action. Additional complications, related to dredged
material disposal, which arose as a result of NEPA are cited by Bradley
(1976, 43) as follows:
1) The requirement to consider the best disposal practices
(economically and environmentally);
2) The need to find beneficial use for dr'edged material j
3) The need to know physical and chemica] characteristics of
the naterial; and
4) The need to detenT!) ne ~Ihat techniques and types of
equipment could be en~loyed to rnininlize environmental costs.
2.1.3 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,
and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Land disposal of dredged mater'ial is affected by HCRA if the
mater'ial contains any substances that are considered to be hazar'dous
waste by the Envir'onmental Frotection Agency (EPA), or if the material
will be harmful to human health. Not all land disposal operations are
10
necessarily affected by the Act. Land disposal of dredged material is
affected by the ~IPCA only when the proposed action includes marsh
filling (Sec. 404); or if leachate, runoff, or effluent from a land
disposal area will enter navigable waters (Sec. 402; Bradley, 1976,
46) .
2.2 Open-water Disposal
In contrast to laDd-based disposal, the legal structure for
open-water disposal is almost entirely federally oriented. Open-water
disposal in navigable waters, within the territorial sea, may be
restricted or prohibited by state law (Mugler, 1983, 41), but the
primary authority remains at the federal level. JD New England, the
only state where open-water' disposal is not allowed is Rhode Island,
which has no designated disposal site. The Clean Water Act of 1977
provides for state assumption of control over dredge and fill
permitting, but little progress has been [[lade iD that regard.
Currently, only Michigan has an approved permit program, and that
program is limited to "unnavigable" waters. The COE retains
jurisdiction over navigable waters and adjacent wetlands (Bureau of
National Affairs, 1984, 958). Rhode Island has an exper'irfiental perrr1jt
pr'ogr'am simHar to Vj.ch:igarJ's, but jt h8S Dot yet beeD fully
implerr,ented.
The Federal Water PolluUon Control Act
(FWPCA), and the Marine Protection, Research and
1972 (MPRSA) are the primary forces behind
Amendments of 1972
Sanctuaries Act of
open-water disposal
11
regulation. Th.e CZHA and NEPA also apply to proposed open-water
disposal oper'ations in the same manner that t.hey apply to proposed
land disposal operations. Ocean disposal, beyond the limits of state
jurisdiction, may be influenced by the 1984 United States Supreme
Court dec~sion regarding the consistency provision of the CZ~~ in
~p)'Jfprnip_y,., 0.epretgI'Y_ pf_ Interior (see Bureau of National Affairs,
1984, 1571), but the implications of that decision are unclear at this
time.
In addition to the federal leeislatjon, there is the Convention
on the Fr'evention of ~iadne FoDuU on by [luITlping of Wastes and Other
Matter (the London Dumping ConvenUon). This convention is an
international treaty signed by the United States in London in 1972.
2.2.1 The Federal Water Pollution Contr'ol Act
Tbe objecUve of the FWFCA, 8~; expressed by Congress, is to
restore and nla inta in the cherTii cal, phy skaJ and bj 01 ogi cal integrity
of the Nation's waters. This Act has jurisdiction in the "naVigable
waters of the United States", which includes most of the internal
waters of the U.S., as well as the territorial sea out to three nliles
(33 CFR Part 323.2).
The FWPCA applies to "any addition of dredged material into the
waters of the United States" (33 CFR Part 323.2(j)). Section 301(a)
of the Act makes discharge of any pollutant from a point sour'ce
unlawful unless a perud t j s obtained. SecUon 404 makes it clear' trlat
dredged materjals are a polJutant SUbject to the provisions of the Act
12
(Bradley, 1976, 46), and establishes the Secretary of the Army, acting
through the Chief of Engineers, as the permitting authority for
Dredged material disposal permits
j~,.s\)ed pursuant. t.o Ud:3 J\ct shall be r'eferred to as 404 perrnH,s.
Proposed d:i ~,posal operations are to be eva] voted accot'dine; to crHer'j 3
prOVided for in Section 403, and all permits gr'anted are subject to
veto by the Administrator of EPA under Section 402(a)(1).
wnile the result of the FVJPCA is a permitting program which
r'egulat.es open-water disposal of dredged material, some observers
contend that Congress it to be a temporary program which would be
terminated at a time when advancing technology had overcome the need
for open-water disposal (Webb and Holmes, 1976, 97).
2.2.2 The Marine Protection, Research
and Sanctuaries Act.
In the ~;PRSA, Congress declared it the policy of the United
States to ~prevent or strictly limit the dumping into ocean waters of
any n~terial which would adversely affect hun~n health, welfare, or
amenities or the marine environment, ecological systems or econordc
potentialitieslT • This Act autrwrizes regulation of the transportation
of dredged material with intent to dump it in ocean waters. Ocean
dumping is defined as the disposition of material into "open seas
lying seaward of the baseline from which the territorial sea is
measured" (40 CFR 220.2(c) and (e)). Generally, discharges of
mater'ials from an outfall structure are excluded from jurisdiction
under this Act because they are regulated by the FWPCA. However,
13
dredge pipelines are not considered "outfalls", and are regulated
ur:der the t,iPRSA \.!hEI' the dischar~e occurs beyond the baseline (Harine
Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, Legislative History,
p.4244).
Legally, disposal of dredged material within the territorial sea
ib ~ubject to the provisj,ons of both the 1v1PESA and the FWPCA.
However, in pracUcf-' the EPFSA is appl:Led to dj~posal beyond the
baseline, while the FWPCA is reserved for regulation within the
baseline. The reason for' the precedence of the HPRSA in the
over'lapping area is the rriore str'ingent environmental standards of that
Act. For the sarr,e reason, a 1980 amendment to the tv1PRSA required that
the cr'iterja estabJjshed pursuant to Section 102(a) of the Act be
applied to dumping from any federal project in Long Island Sound
(Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act, 1980 amendments).
Long Island Sound is within the baseJjne, and kCV]rl other~jse be ul'der'
the authorH.y of the FFPCA..
L:il-<e the FWPCA, the M.PRSA designates the Secretar'y of the Amy
as the permitting author'i ty for ocean disposal of dredged material
(Section 103(a)). The act also establishes criteria by which proposed
disposal operations are to he evaJuated (Section 102), and grants the
Acindnjstrator of EPA veto al1tr'ority over' all perrr,its issued (Section
103(c)). The MPRSA requires "case-by-case evaluation of ocean dumping
proposals, wHh clun'lping, appr'ovals to be granted only when there has
been an affirmative showing of no unreasonable degradatior." (KamJet,
1976, 54). Despite the seemingly stringent regulation of ocean
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dumping established by the ~~RSA, Congressional intent in enacting
this law has been interpreted by EPA as allowing ocean dumping as an
acceptable alternative for waste disposal so long as there is not
"unreasonable dee;r-ad8tionn (Srr1ith, 1979, 246).
2.2.3 The London Dumping Convention
The London Dumping Convention was adopted in 1972 with the
intent of controlling pollution of the sea by dumping through
international action. Section 102(a) of the 1974 amendments to the
fv1PRSA, requires that domestic ocean dumping criteria "apply the
standards and criteria binding upon the United States under the
Convention, including its Annexes" (Kamlet, 1976, 55).
The Parties to the London Dumping Convention pledge themselves
"to take al] practicable steps to prevent the pollution of the sea by
dumping of waste and other rflatter tr!8t j 5 ] jab] e to cr'eate hazards to
human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to damage
anrenities or to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea"
("ConveI1Ucn ... ", 1973, 627). the
so-called "black list", :;(ient::fie:::< Sllbst811ces, :,;udJ a:::. cadn,iuw and
mercury, that are strictly prohibited from ocean disposal except when
contained as trace contarrrinants in ether' nraterial (e.g., dredged
waterial). "Trace contaminants" are only vaguely defined as those
occurring in small quantities. The nraterials listed in Annex II may
be di.sposed of j 11 the ocean only by spedal pE·mH. Permits shalJ be
issued only after careful consideration of the factors set forth in
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Annex III ("Convention ..• " 1973, 628). The regulations that
resulted from the V~RSA closely reflect the provisions made in these
annexes for restticU on and ptohibi tion of rr,aterials, and for the
establishment of permitting criteria.
2.3 COlTlllents
The objectives of the London Dumping Convention, the FWPCA and
the t-iPRSA clarify the desir'e of the jnternational comrr,unjty, :incJuojng,
Coneress, to prot.ect open-\-Iater' env ironn,erts fror:, potential
degradation due to disposal of waste material. The language of the
~WRSA, in particular, expresses that objective when it states that the
policy of Congress is to "prevent or strictly limit" ocean disposal of
potentiall y degtadj ng nlatedals. All three of these documents
specifjcaJJy refer to dredged material as a potential contaminant
whose disposal in open water should be restricted.
These documents do prov ide for' some flexi bil i ty in the
regulations by allowing open-water disposal where it produces lTno
unreasonable degradation", or where other rr,ethods of disposal are not
"practicable". This author interprets that language to mean that
Congress intended open-water disposal to be a secondary, rather than a
primary, alternative. Alternative methods of disposal should be used
wl'1enever technic81Jy fea~;jhJe, even jf tJ1ey are more costly than
open-water dispOS81. Dernonstration of Tlno unreasonable degradation"
should be used for granting permission to dump in open-water Qllly
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after all the alternative methods have bee~ evaluated, and found to be
jnfeasjble.
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CHAPTER 3
P..r~gg..iJ1g. _~P~. Pl!=sJ~ert Npt.er.ta.1. D.Jsposal
In order to understand how the CaE makes decisjon~ with regard
to dredged material disposal, it is fir'st r;ecessary to discuss the
basic functional inputs that may influence those decisions.
Functional inputs, :In thj s context r'efer to the technical, econo[ll)c
and env ironn!ental variables that are internal to the dec ision-making
pr'ocess. The potential socio-poli tical influences are beyond the
scope of thj s study, and are therefor'e excluded from this group of
f2C't.or'~', The fvr1C'tjoPoJ jpput:;; t.o be dh;cu::-sed here include dr'edgine
and disposal rnethods currently en,ployed by the COE j ~ed i rl,er,t
characteristics; economic considerations; and the short- and long-terrri
environmental impacts resulting from dredged materjal disposal, both
on Jand and in the water.
3.1 Dr'edging ~ethods
Tber'e is a wide varJety of dredging equipment en'ployed by trle
COE nationwide, either directly or through private contractors. The
choice of a particular type of equipment is lar-gely job-specific, and
is sUbject to many variables (see for example, CaE, 1983). It 1S
irr1por'tant for the reader to understand the nature of the interaction
between the use of a particular dredging method and the selection of an
appropriate disposal site.
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For federal dredging projects in the New England region, the
CDE relies primarily on hydraulic cutterhead dredges and mechanical
hucket dredges. Hoprer dredges ar'e occasi,onally used in New England,
and sidecast dredge~ are infrequently used. For a detailed discussion
of dredging equipment and techniques see CDE (1983) and Boyd, et al
(1972) .
3.1.1 Cutterhead Dredges
The cutterhead dredge is a hydraulic dredge that churns up
botton' sedinlent USjrlg a r'otath1g rlead on the end of a boorn that is
extended into the bottorn sediwent from a vessel. A suction pump aboard
the vessel dr'aws a sedirr:ent-water' slurry up from the bottom by way of a
pi,peline. The sluny is purnped to a nearby land cr water disposal
si t.e, or onto a baree. Bat'ees are rarely used in transporting this
type of dredged material because of the inefficiency associated with
the high water content of the mater'ial. In most cases the ~;} uny is
pl.:rLped U,rcug,h 8 rdvE-,J:; tie to ('I J"r(; (;i .:-rCJS8J si t.e \-/here the sedjnlN:ts
ar e dewot.ered. The slurl'y IT:ay also be purr:ped to a ne8rby open-water
disposal site where it is discharged directly into the water column.
This wethod causes a high degree of di spetsion of trle sediment in the
water colurrln.
The use of hydraulic dredging nay be limited by the distance to
trJe dh;posal si te. Gener811y, the rr\3xirr'lxfi dj St8t1CE:' the slutTY may he
purf,ped wi t.hout t.he a j d of a booster' pun'lp is dependent upon wany
factors, including the sedirrlent char'actet'istics and, for land disposal,
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the topography. Increases in slope decrease the distance that dredged
material may be pu~ped. Sedi~ent character'jstjc8 n~y preclude the use
of hydraulic dredging in sone cases. For instance, consolidated clays
cannot be dredged economically using this method (COE, 1983).
3.1.2 Bucket Dredges
The bucket dredge is a rnecban ical dr'ede;8 tbat uses 8 clan:sbell,
Of' bucl<et, affi xed t.o c.; crCine boon" to ':;C(Jop sedin'ents from the bottorn.
The sediment bas a relatively low water content and usually remains in
a fairly consolidated mass. This method minimizes the dispersion of
sediment in the water COlUN!.
Tr,e sediment is placed in 8 b8r'e;e, or' sco\-', and is usual] y
tr'ansported to an open-water' dispos8J sH,e, ..... bere it i.s dun1ped thr'ough
tbe botton. doors of the barge. It is possible to transport the barge
to a location near a land disposal site, wbere the sediment is mixed
with water and purnped out as a slurry. Ho""ever, this technique is
generally not very cost-effective.
3.1.3 Bopper Dredges
The hopper dredge is a hydraulic dredge ..... hich is gener~lly used
for fairly large jobs in deep water. The dredge uses a pair of
cutterhead booms to remove the sediment from the bottOOl, and a suction
pUlTlp to convey it into bopper's in Ule 1'1010 of the vessel. !;J'hen the
vessel's boppet:.:. 8rf. fu] J j t. lllf~n:'J y transports tbe sedin,ent to an
open-water du.rnpsite and dbcharges it through bottom doors. Initially,
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the sediment has a high water content similar to the slurry produced by
cutterhead dredges, but the supernatant water is usually allowed to
overnow tne hoppers, thus reducing the water content of the fPaterial.
The sediment, however, is much less consolidated than that resulUng
from bucket dredging. The degree of clbpersion of sediment in the
water colunm j s intermediate between pipeline and barge disposal
ITlethods. Supernatant overflow may be a water qual i ty concer'n where the
dredeed ITlater'ial contains potential contaminants.
3.1.4 Sidecast Dredges
The sidecast dredge is a variation of the cutterhead dredge which
discharges the sediment from a boom extended sideways from the vessel,
ratr;er than puniping, it througr, a rjpeline. Djsro~al from thL~! type of
ve~sel is, of necessity, per'fonned in open-water. There is a high
degree of dispersion of sediment associated with this method.
3.2 Disposal Alternatives
For the purposes of this stUdy, the disposal alternatives used by
the CaE have been idenU fj ed a:::. ei ther urI and or open-water disposal.
In r'eality, there are several sub-alternatives within each of these
categories. In the 1970's, concern over the environmental effects of
dredged material disposal, and the realization that there may be
beneficial uses for those materials, spurred research into innovaUve
variety
Society,
methods of disposal. As a result, there
methods currently being used (CaE, 1983;
are a
Oceanic
of disposal
1982; and
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Boyd et al, 1972). Although this study recoe,niL'e,:; only land and
open-water disposal, the reader should be a.ware of sa[fle of the fi:ore
cOITrwn alternatives avaHable wjthin these two categories. On a
legal/regulatory level, these techniques do not alter the
dedsion-making process. However, their potential impact on the
env ironment rnakes therr: irr:por'tant in developj ng a n1anagement str'ategy
for dredeed rnater j ald:i ~;p(:sa1 .
3.2.1 Unconfined Open-water Disposal
Unconnned open-water' disposal of dredged mater'ial has
tr'aditional1y been the ITlost comnon method of disposal used by the COE.
This type of disposal operation is regulated by both the ~WRSA and the
F1'iPCA. The appeal of the open-water' dispo~;ol n:ethod is due pr1n,arily
to the ease and cost-effectiveness of the operation. There is very
little technical preparation associated with open-water disposal, and
transportatlon to open-water' site.:; tends te: be reJot:iveJy jrf'xper~ive.
TranE'portaUon of cir'E'(;eed [1'Citerje'!] to Opf'fl-water' sjte~~ n:8Y be
accon;plished by eHher vessel (e.g., barge or hopper dredge) or by
pipeline. The precise behavior of dredged rrlaterial in open-water is
job-specific and dependent upon sedinrent and disposal site
characteristics. After the dredged naterjal has been released lrto the
water colu[(ln J.t general] y settles to the bOttODI where it forITIs a mound.
The extent of mounding will depend upon current conditions around the
disposal site, and the nlethod of disposal err1ployed. The finer portions
of the sediment tend to r'emaln suspended in the water' colunm longer
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than the coarse fraction, and may be dispersed by currents to
degrees. Sediment
dispersed more as
n,aterial.
discharged by pipeline generally tends
a result of the unconsolidated nature
varying
to be
of the
3.2.2 Co~fjned Open-water Disposal
Dr'edged materi al that may be contanlinated, and is consider'ed
potentially harmful to the aquatic environment, may be "contained" in
the water after disposal. The idea of containment is to protect or
isolate the dredged material from the overlyjng water column and biota
to pr'event dbpendon and bioloe,:icaJ uptake of contanlinants. At this
point in time, these techniques are still largely experimental and
their effectiveness has not been demonstrated conclusively. Legally,
projects using these disposal n;etbods are still subject to the
provisions of the MFRSA and the FWFCA.
ft relatively simple containment technique, which has been used on
an experimental basis, is to cover, or "cap", the contaminated sedjnlent
rr,ound with coarse-gr-ained clean n:ater-iaJ, USL18Jly sand, in or-der- to
isolate tbe contaminated sedin:ent from the watH colvr!'n. The quantity
of clean rr1aterial requir'ed to form an effective cap may be several
times the volume of contarrlinated material deposited. Tbis clean
rraterial n1ay be dredged from a less contaminated section of the san!e
project, or from areas remote from the project site. If the material
is dredged specifj,caJly for tbe purpose of capping, tbere may be a
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significant added cost to this method depending upon the volume of
material needed and the distance it has to be transported.
Another experimental method of containment is the construction of
subaqueous dH<€s as reta:lnjng w2lJ~ jnto whjch U,e ~ediN~nt is dun.ped.
Depending upon the level of contamination and the local current
conditions, the material mayor may not be subsequently capped with
cleaner [natedal. Dikes would most Likely be constructed of day
secijr;,ent bE'CaU~,f' of it::; CChE';:;:ivE' peperties, and its relaUve
j[)lperrr:eability. TI"tE' cost of this method probably would be high.
A technique compar'able to dildng is to dbpose of contarrtinated
sediment in bOttODI depressions or subaqueous mining pits.
Tbeoretically, tbe sides of tbe pits wUI act, to r'etajn Ule
contaminated ::;edin:erlt. Further protection could be afforded by capping
the depr'ession with cleaner material. This method would be
considerably less expensive tban constructing subaqueous dikes.
3.2.3 ~abitat/lsland Creation
Habi tat and/or island creati on ar-e disposal tecbr.iques that bave
been lcol<eci upon favorably in recent ye8rs because sorne observers
believe they may actually enhance, rather then degrade, the environment
(COE, 1983; Boyd, et aI, 1972). The basis of the concept is to
construct a retaining str-uctur-e, usualJy in Sr.8]Jow water, up t.o or
above the water- ::.cur-face, cl Y1d t.o ciepo~.;jt tJle dredged n:aterial withjn the
structure. The material would most likely be hydraulically dredged and
transported by pipeline. When disposaJ operations have been con-;pleted,
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the resulting islands may be planted wjth R~r8h erasses or other
vegetation. The islands nay then 8erve as breedint, erounds, nesting
areas or other beneficial habitats. Two disadvantages of these
techniques are the potential for passage of contaminants from the
sediment into the food chain via plant uptake, and the finite nature of
the Rlarsh/island as a disposal si te (Ince H, has been vegetated. These
Rlethods are also subject to the provisions of the FWPCA, and possibly
the M.PRSA.
3.2.4 Marsh Filling
In contrast to habitat creation, marsh filljng has falJen into
::c,trone di sfavor recently. Trd s rr1etbod involves merely pun:ping,
(lydrauljc8JJy dredged [rater-iaJ. jnto a n:arsh, V-ihioh n1ay later be used
for development or other pur'poses. Thi s rrlethod is r'egulated under the
FWPCA. Grol,oling concern over the loss of valuable wetland areas has
reduced the use of this method to virtual non-existence.
3.2.5 Upland Disposal
Upland dredged Rlater-i a1 cij qxu·;J [I;8Y be e:i t.ber confined or
unconfined, depending upon the level of contamination of the sediment.
Sediment usually must be pumped to upland disposal sites via pipeline,
and therefore requires hydraulic dredging. Sediment R1ay be offJoaded
from barges djrectJy onto dbpos81 sHes, but this is generally a less
efficient method than pipeline transport. Relatively clean material
may be disposed on open land, but, because it is clean, it may have
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much more beneficial uses. Sorne of tbe benefjc58J llsef; of drede;ed
n't8terjal inclucie rr,jne reclan1atJon, landfilJ ing, and soil enhancement.
When the sediment is to be used for beneficial purposes it is often
stored temporarily at a nearby site, and subsequently transported
inland by truck or rail. The cost of djsposal at an inland site may be
bigh if the dredg,ed [lICiterial rr:ust be transported long distances.
Disposal of contaminated dredged material on land generally
requires the use of containrrlent dikes. The sediment is pumped into
settling ponds within the retaining structure, where the sediment is
allowed to settJ e out for a period of tin!e wbile the super-natant water
is drained off. Care must be taken to ensure that the runoff water is
not contaminated.
Upland disposal is subject to the provisions of the FWPCA to the
extent that runoff waters or' leachate n,ay jrr1pact the water-s of the
Un}tecl States.
3.2.6 Beach ~ourjshruent
P,eacr. t'ourishment is a process by whi cr. clean, usuaJ Jy coarse
grained sediment is pumped onto a beach to improve the quality of the
beach or r-estore an eroded shoreline. The grain size of the sedirnent
must be compatible with tbat of the sedin:ert aJ ready on the beach.
v.ihether' beach nourishment should he consj der-ed upland or ocean
dtsposal j,s SUbject to debate. While the disposal site is, in fact, on
land, the sediment is in contact with the aquatic environment
per'iodically. However, any material that would be consi dered sui table
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for beach nourishment is probably sufficientJy coarse-grained that it
is acceptable for open-water disposal under the current criteria. For
the purposes of this study, beach nourishment is considered a form of
land disposal.
3.3 Sediment Characteristics
The physical and chemical characteristics of the dredged material
to be discharged have both indirect and direct effects on the selection
of a disposal site. The jpdirect effect is associated with the
influence that the physical characteristics of the sediment have on the
type of dredging equipment used in the operation, and on transportation
costs (State of Connecticut, 1982, 6). The direct effects are largely
a result of the level of contamination of the sediment and its physical
stability. For reasons to be explained shortly, dredged material from
maintenance projects is often more polluted apd of poorer- quality from
an engineer-ing standpoint than that from new-work projects (Boyd, et al,
1972,13).
There are a variety of substances, that may be associated with
dredged material, which can cause epvironnlental degradation. They
i_pcJude, but are pot Jirpjteei tCI: tjostinvlants (e.g., pitrates and
phosphates)j heavy metals (e.g., mercury, cadmium) j petroleum
hydrocarbonsj and persistent synthetic and or-ganic matedals (e.g.,
PCB, DDT). The potential effects of trlese substapces on the
epv i r-onment are lar-gely deterrriined by the physical and chen~ical
characteristics of the sediment.
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3.3.1 Physical Properties
Boyd, et al (1972, 21) identify grain size, n~jsture content and
plasticity as important engineering properties because they determine
disposal characteristics such as turbidity, settling rate, shear
str-ength, compressibili.ty and permeability. Of these three properties,
grain size is the most important because it is a determining factor in
moisture content and plasticity. The engineer-ing properties of Ule
sedin:ent n1ay be partJcuJ ady significant in land disposal oper-atj ons.
Fine-grained material poses land disposal problems because it is
generally very compressible and very weak. As a result, fine-grained
material may be of limited beneficial use on land.
From an environmental standpoint, grain size is irnpor-tant in
open-water- disposal oper'atjons because, accordinB to Kester, et al
(1983, 10), "it determines the conditions under which sediment will be
resuspended or deposited, it determines the basic habitat available for
benthic organisms, and it determines the surface area-to-volume ratio
of tbe sol id phase which is important in chenli.caJ exchange processes
with the aqueous phase." Fine-grained material tends to result in
greater water column turbidity, longer suspension time, and a larger
dispersal area than coarse-grained sediment.
3.3.2 Chemical Properties
A report by the COE (1983, 4-1)
parameters of dredBed material as pH,
cites the impor-tant chendcal
oxidation-reduction conditions,
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salinity, amount and type of clay, organic matter content, amount and
type of cation8 and anion8, and the amount of potentially reactive iron
and manganese. The8e propert ies lar'eely detenrd ne what fract.i on of a
chen i co] const.5 t.ut.ent. n,ay be potenti811y available for' release to the
water column in open-water operations or as leachate in upland
operation8. The clay content and oxidation-reduction conditions are
the rnost. in'por tant of the8e factor8 8ince n:ost of the contan1inants in
become absorbed or adsorbed to sediment particles and/or become
involved in conJplex 8edirrient oxidation-r'eduction reactions (COE, 1983,
4-3). Organic [flatter' content i~, in1portallt in that it r-etain8 water,
n,ay cause tenTor8ry oxygen depletion when deposited ill water, and may
pr'oduce objectionable odors on land (Boyd, et aJ, 1972, 23).
COE re::ear'ch (1983, t ~':-c. ) that fine-p;rained
8edirnents have a high potential for retaining contaminants such as
heavy rEt.aJs, volatiJe solids, and organohaloeens (FCB, DDT, etc.)
organic natter and retained water. However, according to the COE,
these same properties may also tend to retaln the contaminants within
the dredged material after it is deposited, thereby preventing their
r'elease to the environment. The ~8rrre COE report suggested that
coarse-grained sediment is usually low in organic matter and clay
content, and tends not to accun1ulate cont.arrdnants unless a
contaminatior: sour'oe is near'by. However, the r-eport war-ned that coarse
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sandy sediments UJat are contarrd nated pose the greatest potential for
release of contaminants to the environment.
Haterial dredged from maintenance dredglng projects is generally
composed of organic matter and fine-grained sedirr:ent, such as silt and
c1ay, from surface runoff, and sludges from municjpal Clnd jndlJstrial
sewage (Boyd, et al, 1972, 21). More than half the material dredged in
New England has a high organic content (Boyd, et al, 1972, 23) and
nearly all of that is from naintenance projects.
3.4 The Economics of Dredged Material Disposal
HistoricaJJy, decisions regarding land or open-water disposal
have been based largely on economic considerations, wjth disposal sites
being selected near enough to the dredging site to minimize disposal
costs (Boyd et al, 1972, 5). However, wjth increased regulation there
has arisen the need to ba] ance H,V:: r·cnnentc.d cu::.,tE with tbe potential
cost savings associated wjth a particular disposal option.
Although transportaUon costs are often an important econondc
factor in selecting a disposal site (Kester et al, 1983, 24), land
disposal nlay not be the favored aJ.ter-naUve, ever. when it rrd.nj.mjzes
transportation cost3. Bakaljan (1984, 253) suggested that the
unquantifiable nature of the adverse environmental effects of ocean
dumping invar'iably favor's that a] ter'nati ve when it is compared to land
disposal in coastal cj ties \oJhere land is at a prenti urrl. Supporting this
notion, Alden and Young (1982, 567) COIm1ented that often the only areas
available for disposal around highly industrialized estuaries are
(
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wetlands that "should be preserved fer environmental reasonslTj leaving
open-water disposal as the only viable option.
The costs associated with dredged material disposal fall into
essentially three categories, which lPay or may not be accounted for i.n
site selection decisions. These are operational costs, regulatory
costs, and externalities.
3. 4 .1 Operational Costs
Operational costs are those expel'1ses incurred as a result of the
disposal operation itself. For open-water disposal, these include
primarily transportation costs. For land disposal, they lPay include
land acquisition costs, dike construction costs, and lPaterials handling
costs, as well. The lJl1it. costs for either' land or water disposal are
dependel'1t upon the following conditions:
1) the type of plant and equipment employed;
2) the type of dredging performed (i.e., quantity and
quality of material);
3) location and accpssihljJjt~ of tbe disposal site with
respect to the dredge site;
4) the distance to the disposal site (Conner, 1979, 2-14;
State of Connecticut, 1982, 30).
For land disposal sites there are several additional factors
acting to determine cost. linl i ke water-dumped dredged mater'ial, whi ch
lPay be tral'1spor·ted by vessel or' pipeline, the dredged lPaterial dumped
on land n'lay only be tr'ansported by pipeline. The cost of pumping
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dredged material upslope increases as the gradient increases, and, as a
result, the general topography of the land affects the cost. Even on
flat terrain, there is a rnaximul11 distance wrJich dredged material can be
plJrr:ped through a pipeline wi tr"Jout the aid of booster pumps. Disposal
sites greater than that distance from the dredge site will require
additional expense. There will also be additional expense if the
[[:aterial has to be rehandled (e.g., by t.ruck, rail, etc.) befor'e it
reaches its final de~tjration (State of Connecticut, 1982, 4).
Land acquisition costs may add substantially to the expense of
land disposal in some areas. The location of the disposal site with
regard to residential, recreational or biologically productive areas,
and the gener'al trends in population gr'owth (Pope, 1976, 399)
surrounding a disposal site have an affect on land values. Open land
in densely populated areas or biologically productive wetlands may be
prohibi tively expensive sites for' dr'edged material disposal.
Since the cost efficiency of lJsing one or the other mode of
transportation may vary substantially for a given project, the
selection of a disposal site may have a significant impact on the final
cost of the operation. For exal11ple, jf the logistics of a par~icular
operation are such that opell-water disposal is lT1uch preferable to land
disposal in economic terms, then all other things being equal, open-
water disposal should be selected. If land disposal had to be selected
in this case because of political, environmental or other constraints,
the casts might be expected to increase markedly.
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A major problem in attempting to delineate the incremental cost
associated with open-water or land disposal is that it is very
difficult to differentiate the relative importance of dredging and
disposal costs (Conner, 1979, 2-12). This problem Ls maDele-eable for'
r,:~dI8njcal c)r-edgir,e, wr,ere dredging and disposal are two relatively
distinct operations. In this case, the cost of disposal is primarily
associated with towing the barge, and the operation of the dredge
const.itutes rr'ost. of Uie dr'edgine. cost. In fact, industry source~ r,8ve
f-~t.jn;8ted nie cost of bare.e dbposal as forty-five to sixty percent of
the total cost of dredging, and an independent estimate suggests that
it may be as n!uch as seventy-seven percent of the total cost of
dredging in New York City (Col1ner', 1979, 2-19). Even so, barges are
eeneralJy considereci the [llost econornicaJ.ly efficient means of
tr'8nsportinE; bulk rr:aterial like dredged sediment (State of CODnecticlIt,
1982, 6).
For hydraulic dredging operations, dredgil1g al1d disposal are a
continuous system for which a cost br'eakdown is nearly impossible.
Therefore, when comparing open-water' and land alter'natives it is not
enough to merely consider the differences in transportation costs. The
costs of the dredging operation itself must be considered as well.
Externalities
The externalities associated with dredged material disposal
il1cJude the cost U'Clt is irr1posed upon society by rrlarine or terTestrial
environmental degradation, and the associated loss of resource
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utilization (Kester, et aI, 1983, 24). While externalities have not
always been accounted for in evaluating proposed disposal projects,
t[ley are a valid part of costs and should be included (Pope, 1976,
398). Some of the externalities created by dredged material disposal,
as cited by Pope (1976, 405), include:
1) impacts to adjacent land, including alteration of
drainage and degradation of aesthetics;
2) displacement or' impair'n1ent of business activities;
3) alteration of land-use patterns;
4) loss of land or water amenities;
5) increased municipal/industrial water' treatment costs;
6) i.nlpa j ment of fi 811 j t1£; end
7) loss of recr~ational value.
In E"conon'icaJ Jy or bi alog) caJ 1y valuablE" areas, the external
costs of dredged material dJsposal may be very high. In less valuable
areas, the in1provement of land through dr'edged rnaterial disposal rr,ay
create social benefits rather than social cost. The cost of
transporting the matedaJ for bf'fiefj oj 8J usps rr ay be [Ii gh, but those
costs should be compared with the cost of destr'oying productive natural
systems (Pope, 1976, 404) or using economically valuable land when
making decisions.
3.4.3 Regulatory Costs
Regulatory costs are those attributable to activities required by
dredging regulations (tangible costs), and those administrative costs
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resulting from application of the regulations (intangible costs).
These costs are usually high in cOP9arison to the actual costs of
dredging oper-ation~; (Boerg,er- and Cheney, 1976, 412), end are extrer!ieJ y
diff5clJJt t.o deJineCite. According to Boerger and Cheney (1976, 412),
the reasons for high tangible and intangible costs include:
1) Too many agencies involved;
2) Poor agency coordination;
3) Lack of properly defj ned procedures;
4) Lack of time limits ~ithin which agencies must act;
5) Que~tionable criteria; and
6) Inherent uncertainty in the regulatory process.
The tangible costs may be justified by the reduced social cost
(environmental benefit) der'ived from improved disposal practices (Cable
and Pearson, 1976, 353). For the same reason, SOITle intangible costs
may also be acceptable, but ideally they should be minimal.
3.5 Potential Environmental Impacts
The potential environmental impact~ associated ~ith dredged
plater-ial disposal are best described in tems of tbe bioJog)cal effects
resul Ung from physical and crlemical parameters. The physical and
chen:ical characteri sti cs of dr-edged rr,ater·i al 1Y1ay have sone di rect
adverse irr:pact on envir-onmental quality, but it is primarily through
their effects on U,e biology U,at these char-acter-istics [flay be linked
to the hunlan envjr·onrriEm.t. It is difficult to nleasure the adverse
irnpacts of incr-eased \-later turbidity or release of contaminants to the
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the bathymetry of the disposal site by the accumulation of a sediment
n'oIJnd.
Increased water colunm tur'bidity frorrl dredged rrlaterial disposal
is a function of the degree of sediment-water contact. Unconsolidated
sedirrlent has a high degree of sediment-water contact, and therefore a
high dispersion rate. Pipeline discharge of dredged slurry maximizes
Hie sedjrr:ent-water contact and n1ay have signifi cant tlJrbi di ty effects
if the discharge occlJrs in the same place for a long period of time
(Boyd, et al, 1972, 41). Hopper dredge and barge disposal minimize
sedirrlent-\vater contact and therefore have lesser turbidity effects.
The effects of turbidity at a given location largely depend upon the
grain size of the sediment being discharged, the local current
conditic~~, the distance from the discharge point, and the time that
has elapsed since the discharge. Generally, the increased turbidity
associated with dredged rr~terial disposal dissipates shortly after the
oper'ation is complete (COE, 19B3, 4-12). There may be some r'eouction
in tioJogical prOductivity, particularly of phytoplankton, at the
discharge site as a result of reduced sunlight penetration, but water
quality degradation frorll st.lsper1ded sediment is considered rl'ininra] (COE,
1983, 4-11).
Th.e benthic effects of sedinlent discrJarge inc] ude the physical
bIJrial of henthic organisms and the alteration of benthic habitat by
dredged material. Th.ese effects rr1ay be aggravated if the sediment is of
a different quality than that of the sIJbstrate. These short-term
impacts n,ay vary in degree. The deposition of sediment can destroy a
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predicting long-term effects associated with transmission of
contaminants through the food chain.
One of the most significant conclusions drawn frool the DMRP was
that ther'e ar'e few jf any biologkal1y signi fi cant ~hott-tem
env ironrrJental qual i ty effects associated with chemical contamination of
sediment that would be discharged at most open-water disposal sites
(Jones and Lee, 1978; COE, 1983). One COE report conc]~de5 that "the
i ntemi ttent natur'e of tl"le d~n'pi fig OPf'rElt.j on ond the relatively rapid
dispersion of any released contaminants at the disposal site creates a
situation where the likelihood of significant toxicity or
bioaccurr;ulation of ~edirr:ent-cl~-::-ociateG ccntan,fnamts is sn':all l! (Jones
and Lee, 1979, 7). The studies did not suggest that short-ternl effects
do not exist, nor did they preclude the possibility of significant
long-term effects.
V-Jllere significant short-term effect~ do occm' they usually impact
benthic and epibenthic or'ganislTls which are in close contact vJith
contaminated .sediolent for longer- pf;riods of tin1e than water
or'ganisrns (Brannon, 1978, 27-28). The effect~; on water
organisms have generally been negligible in test cases (Brannon,
26). Bioassay experiment~ conducted by Alden and Young (1982,
1978,
567)
using dissolved rr~terial, fine suspended rr~tetjaJ and 8~spended soJid
phases from rdghly industrialized ~:stuaries showed that where
significant lethal effects were observed, the toxicity was n~inly
associated with suspended solids which tend t.o settJe (Jut of Hie water
column in a relative] y ~;(:ort per'iod of Ume.
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Although the short-tenrl ilnpacts cf open-water disposal of
contaminated sediments appear to be small, there is little evidence
upon which to jUdge the long-term water quality impacts of the
biostj-IT1uJ ants (nitrates and pf1osphates) , cll1d toxins (heavy nJeta.ls,
pesticides) that n.ay be associated with these sed intents (Boyd, et aI,
1972, 42). These impacts are difficult to quantify because of
extensive mixing and dilution in the overlying water (Brannon, 1978,
11), and inadequate knowledge of the Jong-term
ccntan,jnants.
fate of SUCD
Oxygen depletion in the disposal site environment is a
potentially serious shor·t-term impact that ITiay be associated with even
relatively cJ ean sedin:ents. Organic ITlatter' in fine-gr'ained sediment is
easily z'eleased upon mixing (Boyd, et aI, 1972, 42) and may reduce the
dissolved oxygen levels in the vicinity of the disposal site. Pipeline
disposal operations generally cause the greatest oxygen depletion
problems (COE, 1983, 4-11) because of extensive sediment-water
contact. The extent of the area affected and the gravity of the
problem are, again, a function of tbe volurTle of ITlaterjal discbarged and
the current conditions at the disposal site.
3.5.2 Land Disposal Impacts
Not nearly as much research has been done on the potential
environmental jliJpacts of land di sposal of dredged nlaterial as Das b~E'r:
dcne for' open-water dispcsal. P. r'ather important aspect of land
disposal, from a management point of view, is the aesthetic impact.
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Having a mound of dredged material deposited in one's backyard is
generally not a very pleasctr1t sigr-It. That ugliness mulUpl ies rapidly
if there j 5 a powerful. odor eD ial1atil1g from the organic matter in the
sediment.
ofthose
chernically
disposal
to
by deposition
from settJil1g
and siltaU.on
from
cOl1finedinis
effects
it
serious
The physical impacts of land disposal are similar
open-water disposal. Wildlife habitat may be destr'oyed
of sediment, par'ticularly in marshlands. Also, runoff
ponds and exposed sedirrrent piles may cause turbidity
problems in local watercourses.
There is potential for
contaminated sedin~nt on land even whel1
ar'eas. COl1tarflinants D,ay be tr'al1sported to the surrounding env ironrrlent
by leaching into gr'oundwater, release of contaminants into effluent
during disposal, surface runoff of cont8n,j rl8l1ts in di,ssolved or
suspel1ded par'ticulate form, or plant uptake directly from 5ediment.
SOllie observers have argued trlat there is greater potential for
release of cor,tanlinants, particularly heavy Dletals, frotTi sediment
disposed on land than from that disposed in open-water (State of
Connecticut, 1982; Brannon, 1978, 12). Their contention is that most
contaminated sedinlent is dredged from reduc ing env ironments and that
dbposal in 8 sirr:iJar envi.r·onllient, such as quiescent open-water, will
maximize retention of contaminants (COE, 1983, 4-2).
Brannon (1978) cites studies which suggest that the
physical/chemical proper-Ues of dredged mater'i al 8re altered by dry ing,
resulting in the release of n~re leachate when the material is mixed
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with water. It has been proposed that dredged materials deposited in
aerobic upland environments oxidize and become str'ongly acidic ClS they
dra.in, thereby increasing HIe potertiaJ for release of heavy nletaJs
(COE, 1983, 4-2; State of Connecticut).
Table 1- The Degree__oJ_..p.9_t_ell.tj.9l_.w.9.t~L .cp.l.!JIl"!I1.. JInP.9~t_ J\s.sppJi3.t.e.O
with VarJplll'JeCPJ1J£Lu.e§_ pJ. DJ.SPP-SSlJ. *
least
damaging
most
daDlaging
1) Mechanically dredged sediment; barge disposal.
2) Hydraulically dredged sediment; hopper disposal.
3) HydraulicaJJy dredged sediment; pipeline disposal
(V8tj ailJ e pojr1t eii ~cr-:cnee) i!1 0per water'.
ll) Eyc1roulically dredged sedin1ent; pipeline disposal
(fixed discharge) in open water.
5) HydraulicalJy dredged sediment; pipeline disposal
into a confined land di~posaJ. area with a supernatant
detertion time of less than a day, wbere overflow is
discr.arged to nearshore waters.
~ As~.uning equivalent dredged material and environme!'1tal conditions.
Source: Jones and Lee, 1978, 8.
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Chapter 4
Chapters 2 and 3 discussed a variety of factors that influence the
decision-making process of the COE regarding disposal of dredged
material from federal dredging pr'ojects. The goal of thi s diapter is
to duci date the procedures and the 3gents tbrough which those foct.or'::;
Clre aorrinjster'ed to cHTive 3t decisions on land versus open-water
disposal. Because the COE has maintBined that, in general, the
et1v ironmental impact and the econon:ics of the disposal operation are
H,le functional factot'~ :in ~electing clisposal a1 temati yes (COE, 1983,
IIC'-6) , those factor's ore Hie focl;s of t.hi s evaluation. While the COE
has recognized the fact that the selection of disposal alternatives may
be influenced by pUblic opinion and/or agency regulaUons (COE, 1983,
4-30), the objective of thi s study i,s not to 8~::.ess H:e in:pact of
socia-political forces on the decision-making process. The study makes
no attempt to account for these socio-political forces, neither in
term::. of thei r dj r'ect jnfJ uence r:or Hlei r' jnfJ t:er1ce on the functional
factors.
The ecological testing and evaluation procedures described in
sections 4.1 and 4.2 are part of a larger process which is diagrammed
in simplified forni in [jgur'e 1. Tl1j s process is essenti.ally tl1e sarr:e
as the "regulatory naze" of private dredged rr;aterial di.sposal
perrrdtUng, which was illustrated hy Sndtb (1979), except that no
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permit is issued for federal pr'ojects. In all its glory trlis process
involves over forty major interlocldng steps (Bok\..llnewicz and Minsch,
1982, 1145).
Where federEll disposal operations are concerned, there are
basicalJ y three JeveJ.s of participati on in the process--federal, state,
and local. At the federal level, the process is controlled primarily
by the COE and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with
supporting par'tic:ipat.jon fr'onJ the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FrlS)
al1d n:f> N3t.jO~c;J ~:C1r'jr;e Fi~heriE-:.s ~,ervjcE' (NtF~). At. thE' state level,
ther'e is participation fr'on,1 environmental protection agencies, wetlands
conrr~j.ssions, and water pollution control cOrTlTlissions. Local
particj,pation comes into play pr-irnari1y jn land disposal cases \-ihere
local 7onjng, and health al1d 5afety ordjn8nce8 n~y restrict avajlable
optjons (New England River Basins Commission, 1982, 5). Some observers
have suggested that this inter-agency involvement in the planning
process rlas cr'eated a system which has no clear' objectives, causes
confljct anong intere~t-rnaximhing agepcies, and does not follow a
uniform methodology of application (New England River Basins
Corrnnission, 1982,8; Boerger and Cheney, 1976,409).
In figure 1, the in i tial step in the process j s the deter-ndnation
of need for a dredeing project (New England River Basins Conn:j.ssiol1,
1982, 3), which obvi.ously then creates a need for dispo~al. Thj s
initial detemination n,ay be tr\e result of Cln jn;pairrnent to navigation,
a request from local il1ter'ests or' other factors (Mazmanian and
Nienaber, 1979, 16).
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The second step in fjgur"e 1 involves inter-agency meetings between
the federal, state and local agencies mentioned above. The COE becomes
the lead agency for the project, but this interactive effort continues
throughout tne planning and decision-making processes. Throug,n tbis
effort, potential dj~pos&l optjons and available sites are identified.
The third step in figure 1 involves preliminary selection of probable
disposal sites from the potential sites that have been identified. At
tbi s stage of the pr"ocess tnere gener·ally is no fornial econon,i c or
environmental analysif. of potential sites. Prelirflinary site selections
obviously
condHions.unsuitabJ.e based upon elwjr'onmental, econon'ic or technical
are based on qualitative evaluations of the availability and
suitability of sites, and technical feasibility. Only sites
spec i fi cal J y des i gnated by EPA may be used for' open-water disposal
unless the J\dnlinistr'ator of EPA grants special permission for use of an
undesignated site.
Some alternatives may be eliminated because they are
For example, sites nay be elimjnated because of their value as natural
nabitat, nonconformance with local land use regulations, or tne
excessive cost that might be involved in transporting sediment to the
site. In some cases, the cnoice between open-water' or land disposal
may become appar'ent i.n these early stages of evaluation. For instance,
all land disposal options may be eliminated as being too costly or
technically unfeasible. If this happens, the remainder of the
decision-making process is aimed at detern1ining the suitability of the
material for open-water dispo~al. Snould the material be found
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unsuitable for open-water disposal, the project may need to be modified
and reconsidered.
After preliminary site selection has been nlade, the COE must
perform an environmental j.mpact a~sessnlent in aCCCt dance witrl NEPA. An
er:vironn,entaJ a~~(:~;~;n;er:t (EA) is 8 brief docunlent \lihich should provide
enough information on the proposed action, and its envir'onmental
effects, to the Division Engineer' so that he can detemine whether or
not a f\)JJ-~;CC:Jle er:vjromr:ental in1pact statenent (ElS) is required. If
it appear~ that the project nigr1t have 8 significant envir'onrrental
effect, then the complete EIS process must be carried out. Preparation
of a Draft EIS (DEIS) is the first step in the process. PUblic
interest review, includj.ng federal agency revi,ew, pUblic comment, and
pUblic rJ1eetings or hearings, rnust be conducted throughout the process.
If an EIS is not required, the EA is sufficient to fulfill NEPA
requirements. Interagency review usually occurs as a part of the E.A
process, and, although not required by Jaw, a public meeting n~y be
held ever when an EIS is not cal] ed for (33 CFP Port 230).
Before a final site selection can be n1ade, the n'aterial proposed
for disposal must be evaluated in tern:s of its con:patibility with a
proposed disposal site, and its compliance with regulatory criteria.
For land disposal (see figure 1), the material must be evaluated
according to RCRA, Section 402 of the FWPCA, and other "optional
procedures (see section 4.3, herein). For open-water disposal, the
material must be evaluated accotding to Section 404 of the FWPCA when
C' t" 10~_",disposal is to occur ",dUdn tbe baseljne, c.ll1d according to .:>ec lon
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of the MPRSA when disposal is to occur seaward of the baseline (see
section 4,2, herein),
Supporting per-n,its, sucr. as state water' Quality and wildlife
perrr,its, £f1ay also need to be consider'ed hl E~valu8ting dr'edged rr:atedal
(Smith, 1979, 250). Certain states may have their own criteria for
evaluating dredged material, for' example, the Connecticut
classification systen l represented in table 2. Under this plan, dredged
rriated al j s
.cli3_S~_ J .cl.a.s.s. Jl .class III
Per'cent oil and grease < 0.2 0.2-0.75 > 0.75
(hexane extnwt)
Percf'l"t vclatiJ e ~.oJ j ds < 5 5-10 > 10
(NED method)
Per'cent Water' < 40 40-60 > 60
Percent silt-clay < 60 60-90 > 90
Source: New England River Basins Commission, 1980.
clas~dfjed acconi:ing to its poJJut:icm potel'lUal, wjtb Class III being
the most "potentially degrading ll , According to the Connecticut policy,
class III material shall not be disposed of in open-water unless it is
capped with cleaner- nater-jell. CJ as::: I rr,aterjal j_s cOl'lsjder-ed dean,
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and acceptable for either beach nourishrnent or open-water disposal.
Class II material may be discharged at any of the U!r-ee designated
disposal sites in Long Island Sound (New England River Basins
Contr.ission, 1980, 17-18).
The evaluat iom~ conducted up to thi s point in the process !nay
eliminate ~any or all of the aJternatives in either disposal category.
If both options are still available at this point, the final selection
of land and open-water ~,i te~-- is rr:ade by the COE and other concerned
agencies. The final choice hetween lelDd and open-water- disposal [[:ay
require consider'ation of lTlany of the same factors considered in the
preliminary evaluation, but in much gr'eater- detail. Formal studies may
be ~ade of engineering and economic feasibility, and the environnental
disposal site conditions for each alter~ative.
Tre epvi ronmental if;lpact a.5[:-f~i~;n:ent. proce~;~; !i'ust be co!npleted
before a final site selecti.on can be authorized by the Division
Engineer. The full £IS process requir-es a nnal EIS (FEIS) , and a
public meeting or hearing. An LA merely requires a nnding of No
Significant In'pact (FONSI) to C'on:pJ et.e Ule pr-oce:::~ .
If the evaluation procedures indicate that thE-' rr1ater-ial is not
considered acceptable for disposal at the proposed site, the COE may
n,oMfy the proposed project and repE-'<lt cer-tain parts of the procedure;
postpe:rlE-' thE-' projr'ct fot' futtJt'E-' CC!1::') C~E-'r8Ucn i or- ter-nlinate the project
entirely. Revision and reconsideration of the project n,ay occur
throughout the course of the dpcision-making process. Generally, the
ecologicaJ evaJ U8U ons of tbe nlaterial do not have to be r-epeated when
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new sites are being considered unless the appr'opr'iate evaluaU ons were
not conducted the first time, or if a long period of time has elapsed
since the previous evaluat.ion.
4.1 Evaluat ion Pr'ocedures for Open-water Disposal
The first gui.delines for regulating open-water disposal of dr'edged
rr:ated81 based on env jronn:ental concerns were promulgated by the EPA in
1971. Prior to that time only the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
controlled dredged material disposal, but that Act regulated disposal
only to the extent. that it interfered with naVigation. The 1971
tuideJines, known as "the Jen~en Criteria", were based on the bulk
cfJenlical content. of the sediment with respect to seven chery.j ca]
pararr1eters. Those p8rarneter's included the bulk chemica.l content of
t.otal Kjeldahl nitrogen, volatDe solids, oil and grease, mercury, lead
and zinc j and the chernical oxygen den-and (COD) of the materi al
(Brannon, 1978, 8). The dredged mater'ial was designated as "polluted"
if the threshold levels of any of those seven parameters were exceeded,
and "unpolluted" if all seven parameters were wi thin the speci.fi ed
limits. Polluted sediJTIent was not alJoYJeci to bE" dUff,ped in open-YJater.
The advent of the MPRSA and the FWPCA in 1972 brought rise to new
sets of comprehensive guidelines which required ecological evaluations
based on elutrjate test.s, bj08s~;8YS and bioaCClJfrIulat.:ion t.est~;. The
elutriate test is used to estimate U,e contan1j nation potenU 011 of the
liquid phase of the material. Bioassays and bioaccumulation tests
estimate the bioavailability of substarces to tbe environrr,ent. These
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evaluative procedures are described in section 4.3 of this chapter.
The guidelines also reqtAirecl that factor's, such as the avaHabjIjty of
alternative disposal sites, and the potential impacts on other ocean
uses, be considered in the decision-n:aldng process.
4.1.1 The MPRSA Regulations
The current regulations (40 efR Part 227, revised as of July 1,
1984) controlling ocean dllnping of dredged niateY'ial, promulgated in
accordance wi th the t-'!PRSA, are illustrated in Fi gure 2. According to
Section 102 of the Act, decisions to ocean dump dredged material can
only be rnade after' 'lconsi deration of the env i r'onrnental effect of the
pr'oposeci cll..m:ping O['E'rat:lOY.'j tJ'f' N-'E"( for CCE"at' dun,pine, altern8t.jves to
cce8t 1 Gunping, and the effect of Hie proposed action on esthetic,
recreational, and economic valves and en other uses of the ocean" (40
eFR Part 227.1). These criteria nlay be waived by tJ,e Adn<:ini ~trator of
EPA if, jn the opi~ion of the Chief of Engineers, "there is no
econo[l;jcaJ}y fea:::ibJe [l;ethod or site aVEii]aoJe other' than a dU[llping
site, the utilization of which would result in noncompliance with the
criteria established" in the regulations (40 eFR Part 227.2(b)).
In figure 2, the first n~jor step in the evaluation process is the
deterrriination of potentiEil envir'onn1ental :Lmp8ct. Part 227.5 of the
regulations lists materials which are absolutely prohibited from ocean
dumping including high-level r'adioactive wastes; materials used in
radiological, chen-,jcal c:r biological wc3t'f8.re; rllaterials of uncertain
composi tion and proper'tjes; and persi stent synthetic or natural
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from
organohalogen
or suspected
are
known
Constituents excluded
amounts
materials that might reniain in suspension.
ocean dumping in greater than trace
cOlTpoUllds; mercur'y i cadmiun-,; oil of allY form; and
car'cinogens, n1utagells or' ter·atoeells.
ftccording to no CFR Part 227.6 (b), "these constituents will be
considered to be present as trace contaITtinants when they are present in
n:aterials otherwise acceptable for ocean dUITlping in such forrrts and
one of tbe
excJuded from
higll energy
coarse-gr'ained
8n,ount~ jn 1 iquicl, suspellded particvlate, and t~oJ jd pllases that tbe
dumping of the n~terials will not cause significant undesirable
effects, including the possibility of danger associated with their
bioaccvn1ul ation ill marine organj SIT'S. n Tlie detern1illation of
c(Jnt,and naU on :'i n greater thall trace arnounts sliall be based UpOll tbe
results of bjoa8say and bioaccvITlJlation tests on the liquid, suspended
par·ticulate and sol id phases of the material, and upon tlle cbenlical
content of the Hqvid phase in con1parison witll EPA marine water qual ity
ctiteria (40 CFR Part 227.6 (c)).
Under Part 227 .13(b), dredged IPaterial ['-'8y be
tecllnical evaluation (see figure 2) if tlle material meets
following criteria:
1) Te-'E' n,aterial is con:posed prin,arily of
sedimellt larger than silt and is from a
environment;
2) The material is to be used for beach llourishrr1ellt apo j s
of a grajn sjzP. c(lnl~atjbJe w:it.b tl-'E:' rr'c,Luj8J Of' t.he recejvillg
beaches;
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3) The material is substantially the same as the substrate
at the proposed disposal site, and the proposed dredge site
j~; r'err;ote from rJistoY'ica] sources of ponution.
If tbe n1atey'jal doE'S Y10t n'eet t.he scY'eenh'g criterja, H. j~,
~~dject to tbe [iJuJt jpb3~€ bioassay, bioacclJn~ulation test and elutriate
test (figure 2), with consideration given to the degree of initial
rr,j xing at the discharge ar·ea. If tbe EPA water qualJty cri terj a ore
n;E:t, 8nd there is no evidence of statistjcally significant
contanlination aftf-'r aJJowc1ncE' for jnitial mixing, then the material is
judged environmentally acceptable.
After the technical evaluation has been con'pleted, and if the
n~terial is ~tilJ considered acceptable, there are several qualitative
criteria which must be met. Tbe "need for ocean dun;ping" must be
assessed in terms of the availabililty of alternative disposal sites
(40 CFR Part 227.16). If there are no IpracticabJe" alternative
locat5 ons or' n,ethods of disposal, tbe pr'ocess moves on to the next
step. Pr'acticable aJtern8tjve~, aYE' defined in Par't 227.16(b) by their
availability "at reasonable incremental cost and energy experditures,
which need not be con!petetive v;jtb tr~e costs of ocean dun1ping, taldng
into account the environmental benefits deY'ived from such activity."
Figure 2
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The impact of the proposed dumping on "esthetic, recreational and
econorrdc values" must be assessed in terms of their potential for'
affecting recreational use and values of the ocean waters, inshore
waters, beacf:ps, or shorelines; and potential for affecting, tbe
recreational and corurer-cial values of Jiving nl8r-ine resour'ces. Tbis
detern,jnation shall be based upon the characteristics of potentially
affected ar'eas, visible cr:aracter'istic3 of tbe n,aterial, water' quaJity
consider'ations and presence in U,e material of p8tbogen~, toxic
cbemicaJs, or other material that might adversely affect
we]]-being or J lving, nlar'irre teSOLJtces.
COI1~icier'atjon nlUst be given to tbe potential for "long-range
impact on other uses of the ocean ll that rnight result from each proposed
disposal operation. This evaluation shall be made of the disposal site
itself and of potel1U811y affect.f'ci ('lrea~ witb r'E~~;pect to cOflill1er'cJal and
H~creation8] fi sbing, cOITinercial and recreational navigation, actual or
anticipated exploitation of living and non-living rnarine r'esour'ces, and
scientific r'esE-ar'd,.
FinalJy, tbe [1'lateriaJ proposE:C: for cil!f,pine, nlu~t be a~<'E~~>~;ec: jr:
tenT's of its potential affect 011 tbe disposal site n;anag,en:ent
t'E:sponsibiliUes of the COE and EPA. These responsibilities include
regulating the times, rates and n:ethods of dj sposal and quantities and
types of n~terial to be disposed of, and conducting monitoring and site
evaluation studies.
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4.1.2 The F\oJPCA Regulatlons
The guidelines for regulation of discharge of dredge and fill
matedal were first issued in 1975 in accordance ~ith the FW'PCA. The
current regulations are based upon the revised guidelines pUblished in
the F~~~r9J_ Begister (Vol.45 No.249, Wednesday, Dec. 24, 1980), except
for the ecological evaluatjon guideHnes, which are still based on the
1975 guidelines (40 CFR Part 230.61, note).
The basic tenet of tbese guidelines is a general presumptjon
against open-water discharge of c:r-ecieeci r1'8terjal "unless jt can be
den:onstr-ated thCit ~lJcb a discharee will not have an unacceptable
adverse impact either individually or in combination with known and/or
probable impacts of other- activities affecting the ecosysten~ of
concern" (40 CFR Part 230.1(C)). Nevertheless, these gujdelines are
generally more fJexible tban the ocean dumping guidelines of the MPRSA.
There is an "adaptability clause" in the regulations, which is designed
to eliminat.e l..'l'necessar-y testin@, and ::implify tbe eV81uatjon process
(40 CFR Part 230.6).
Par-t 230.10 (a) states that nno discllarge of dredged or fill
material shall be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to
the proposed dischar-ge which would have JeSB 8c:ver-se impact on the
aquatic ecosysten l , so long as the alterti8tive does t"ot fJave oUler
significant adverse env j r-onn:ent81 conseqlJences. 11 In other words, an
alternative to open-water disposal sbould be selected unless it is
jrlfeasibJe or jt ~ol)Jd CCluse ere8ter- Ciciven:-e envir'onmental impact. The
limits of "practicabiljty" are arbitrary.
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Also prohibited are any discharges which may violate em)!
applicabJe state water quality standard or any applicable toxic
effluent standard; modlfy a critical habitat or threaten any species
considered endangered under the Endangered Species Act of 1973; or
violate any of the sanctuary protection requirernents of the MPRSA (40
CFR Part 230.10(b)). Finally, no discharge shal1 be allowed "whidl
will cause or contribute to significant degradation of the waters of
the United States". Effects contributlng to significant degradation
5nclude trIose that adversel y affect bunan r,eal th or we] fare i aquatic
Ijfe or \-JiJdlifej ecosystem diversity, productivity and stability; and
recr'eational, aestbetic and economic values (40 CFR Part 230.10(0)).
Par-t 230.11 requires that factua] det.errr::inati ons be njade of the
potential i~'pact~ on physical, ch~~ic8J and bioJogica] characteristics
of the aquatic ecosysterr:; special aquatic sites; and human use
characteristics, e.g., water supplies and fisheries. The determination
of these potential effects nvst consider the physical substrate of the
djspo~81 site; water column turbidity; cc~taminant load and
availabilityj aquatic ecosystem structure and function; disposal site
considerations including the extent of the n,ixing, zone; and cunu]ative
and secor:dar-y effects on trJe aquati_c ecosysterr,s.
The procedures for ecolot)c8l evaluati on, r-equi red under Par-ts
230.10 and 230.11, are illustrated in figure 3. The testing guidelines
are based on tbe 1975 interin, final guide] ines, but have been condensed
and simplified. EPA is currently reVising triese testing guidelines (40
CFR Part 230.61 (note)).
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The "general evaluation", jllustrated jn fjg~re 3, incJudes a
preliminary detf'mhlation of the potenUal contamination of the
material based upon the character- of the sedil'J1ents, the depositional
environment, and the proximHy a.no avaUabjJ jty of potential sources of
polJution (40 CFR Part 230.60). However, even if this screening
procedure produces evidence of contamination, the material may not
require further testing if constraints ar-e avaHable to reduce tbe
level of cont3n:ination or to cont.edn cOl1tan,inants within the disposal
site. Not aJJ of t-rlE' t.est.s described in Hie guidelines are required
for every proposed disposal oper-ation. The guidelines emphasize that
t.be t.esti ng r-equheriJEmts eWE: detern.j ned at tbe d1 scretion of the
pern,itti.ng authority (COE al1d EPA) as the situation dictates.
If ftJr't.her- testj ng is deemed appr-opriate I H:e n-aterial nlay first
be eV8Juat.eo in tems of its pot.ential cbenical-bjological interactive
effects (40 CFR Part 230.61(b». The water column effects rnay be
evaluated using an elutriate test wbich takes into account specific
disposal conditions and site char-act.p.r:ist.;c~:, 8r.Ocr- bioassays if they
ar-e consider-ed to be of value by COE or EPA (40 CFR Part
230 .61 (b ) (2 ) ) •
When it is considered useful by COE or EPA, a comparison may be
made between the characteristics of Hie dr-edging site, and t.bose of the
dj sposal si te. An analysi s of tlH:' buJl.< cr,en:jcaJ cOf:t.erlt of 5edjnlent.
fron, a,e two 5j te~; [I1Cly be used to deter'mine if markedly dj fferent
cberrdcal concentr-ati.ons exist. COlTlpari son of hjoJ og)cal corrn'unity
structure may be conducted usjng biologjcaJ indicat.or species to
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evaluate stresses, and sensitive species representative of different
substrate types for' possible bioassays.
Physical tests may be conducted to assess the potential effect of
discharge of dredged materi al on physical substrate character'istics at
U-'e disposal site, Any or all of the physical tests illustrated in
fj.gur'e 3 n,ay be conducted.
ftJso affecting the final site selection is a requirement of
consideration of Itactions to nlinimize adverse effects" (40 CFR Part
230.61 Svbpart H). These actions may concern the location of the
discharge, the nature of the nlaterial, potenUal p05t-disp05al contr'ol,
apel n,etbod of cl i sper5i on, anlong other thing5. These action5 affect
dispo5al 5jte 5eJection to the extent that they may dictate conditions
of the disposal operation, which, in turn, may constrain site
8va51abD jty.
Based upon the criteria li5ted in 40 CFR Subparts C-F, including
the evaJ uati ve procedure5 described above, a factual deterrriination must
be made of the potential short-term, and if possible long-term, effects
of a proposed discharge of dredged material on the physical, chemical
and biological con1ponents of Hie 8<ltJ8t:ic environment (Part 230.11).
From the factual determination the COE must make a finding of
compliance or non-compliance witl'l the restrictions on discharge put
forth in the regulat.ions (Part 230.12). If oredged [[laterial j~, four:d
net to CO[i1p] y y..1 j th U,eEe reglJ] aU ons n,e project n,ust eHr.er be
cancelJed or n,odifjed :in a sonle rnanner so that it is in compliance with
all r-egulations.
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4.2 Evaluation Procedures for Land Disposal
Tr:er-f> L:; no feder'a] J ee) slation which applies di rectly to land
djsposalof dr'edged material, therefore there are no established
g,uidel:ines for r'eguJ.ating these operations. However, the Resource
Conservation and Recover'y Act of 1976 (RCRA) and the FWPCA may apply to
land disposal of dredged material in certain cases.
Subtitle C of RCRA establishes a program for hazardous waste
rpanaeen:ent wi ttl EPA as the per'mitUng authority. Any dredged material
considered hazardous by EPA would require a permit (40 CFR Part 267.64)
for land d1sposaJ. under this Act. The criteria for identifying the
c~aracter'istic8 of hazardous wastes are presented in Subpart B of 40
CFR Part 261.
For' tho~,e cases il1 1,.Ir:jch efflllent (lr' nmoff fr'om land dispo8eci
cirecle,ed n,ater'i al is expected to el1ter the ITwaters of the United
States lT , there are testing procedures established under the FWPCA.
~,ection 402 of the FWPCA compels the EPA to prorwlgate effJ UE'nt.
]in1jtClt:iol1s, and to require te.5Une fCJr cE:r't8:in con::.titlJents of
pol1lJtant.s to be discharged in internal waters. As a part of the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systerrl (NPDES) (40 CFR Part
122), any pollutant for 1,.Ihich ther'e is an established effluent
stanclar'd, pursuant to Section 402 of the Act, r,lust be chemically tested
according to e::.tablished analytical methods (40 CFR 136).
There are also procedures for analyzing the potential effects of
land disposaJ. of elr'edged materIal (ngUr-E~ 1) wrdcl'1 are TTopU,on81 I: in
the sense that they are not required by lal;oJ. Tl'1e irrportance of these
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procedw'es 1 ies in their usefulness as a management, rather than a
regulatory, tool. The distincU on bet\Veen r'egulation and n1anagement,
in this context, \V8.S dj[,ctJ~sed in chapter 1 (herein). The procedures
include bioassays, elutriate tf'~ts and oU,er forms of chE-~n.jcal analysis
which may be conducted in order to assess the potential uptake of
contaminants by plants and aniolals in and ar'ound tbe disposal site, as
welJ as any potential water qual ity effects from effluent, runoff or
le8dl8t.e (Fr'ancinques, 1984, 2).
4.3 Ecological Testing Procedures
There are essentially three testing procedures currently used by
the COE to assess the potential adverse ecological effects of
conta~inated dredged n~ter·ial. These procedures are used
t.r.e tOt8J chend cal C'cntent of the nratedal, the potential
of contandnants to the \Vater' coluoln, and the potential
effects on the biota.
to evaluate
for release
for adverse
4.3.1 The Bulk Sediment Test
The simplest of the analytical procedures is what shall be
referred to as tbe 11bull< sedjnent te~.;tll. Tk:~; tE'f·t ne8Sllf'eS the
absoJute quantity of specific constituents in the sediment to be
disposed of. This test is no longer' required by law, but is often used
as a means of gener'ally characterizing dredged Dater·ial.
Or'igil1alJy, the hull< sediment te,:;t \-.18.5 thE' b8:',:'S for H,t'-- 11~Tensen
Criter'ia" of 1971, which were used to regulate open-water disposal of
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8S
testing
measures
approach to
test. only
dredged material (see section 4.2, herein). However, the Jensen
Crtieria were detern1jned to be jnadeQu8t~ hecause they, and tbe bulk
sedio~nt test, don't take into account the bjo]o£ice} avajlabiljty of
contan,immts or their' nat.ural background levels.
The bulk sediment. test. has been widely crit.icized
inaccurate; arid possibly over'}y conser-vaUve
(Kamlet., 1983, 37; COE, 1983, 4-3). Because this
the mass load of contantinants in the ~pd:irr'ent, jt r)ves no indic8tion
of the potential for release of contan:inants to the envir'onment, or' the
potential for bioI oei cal uptake of contarrrinants. For instance,
available literature indicates that there is little relationship
between the bulk heavy metal content of sed:in1ent and Hs jOlpact on
\..;ater' QuaUty dur'ing dredeing and dredged nlaterial disposal (Lee et
aI, 1975, xxv ii) •
The characteristics of the sediment, the disposal operation, and
the disposal site all affect the potential release of contaminants to
the envirorJn,ent. As <3 r'efult; eVC'lh:aUon of tbe envhonrrrental iorpact
of disposal operations based on bulk chemical content is suspect. For
that reason, the bulk sediment test was eliminated as a legal
requirement, but it is stjll use~ as a eeneral indicator of pollution
potential.
4.3.2 The Elutriate Test
Tbe e] utr'iate test j s an attempt to estirrrate the potential release
of contaminants to the aquatic envi r'onrrlent during open-water disposal
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operations, or as a consequence of supernatant overflOt.'J to tbe \Nater
colun~ during confined land disposal operations. The test \Nas
originally designed to sin1ulate disposal conditions during a hydraulic
dredging operation 1./; H" LIBRARY
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.• n'J t-lcU n1ixing (COE, 1983, 4-3).
A najor fauJt of the elutriate test noted by one author
(Bran!1on, 1978) is that, gener-alJy, tJle release of cor1tan:inants to U,e
w8t.er' colun,n ciudne disposel occurs for only shor't periods of tio'e, but
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the EPA water quality criteria, to which those releases are compared,
are designed for chronic exposure conditions. Because organisms
probabJy \-,ouJ d not be exposeci te> contandnants for' Jong peri.ods of time,
the test tends to be environmentally conservative when the results are
compared to the EPA standards. There are also indications that tbe
test tends to overestinlate the ffiagnitude of contandnant r'ele8~e
chser'ved in the fieJci.
De~rite its appareJ1t drawbacks, Brannon finds the elutriate test
to be a useful predictot of the potential for long-term net release of
contalJ1inants fronl sed5nlerts. Another author (Kamlet, 1983, 37)
considers it in30eqlJotf' bec8tJse fT it n,ay not detect the effect of
chen'icaJ contanlinarts 51'1 dteci€',eci se(iin:ent on bentbic anin:als", and it
may not account for all of U"le cOITlplex
sediment-water exchange t'3tE-:~.
factors govern
4.3.3 Bioassay/BioacculJ1ulatjon Tests
The potential bioJoe;icaJ effects of oren-water disposal of
contaminated dredged nlater-iaJ ate e~,tjrr:at.ed th'ough bioassay and
bioaccumulation tests on appropriate sensitive organisms. The
procedures manual for Section 404 evaluation offer's 1 i ttle gui dance for
bioassay evaluations bec3use, at the time jt was writter, those
techniques were stUl beirg developed (Envir'onrnental Fffects
laboratory, 1976, C7). As a result, the rrocedures [(,anual for Section
103 evaluation is the pr-i[(lary guide for bj oaSS3Y procedures. According
to the Section 103 manual, bi08ssays are to be cOtlducted on the 1iquid,
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suspended particulate, and solid pbases of Hie ciredeec1 n,,,terjal to
detern,jne the potenUaJ for mortality to disposal site organisms caused
by the dredged material in general, or by specific consti tuents of Hie
dredged rr,aterial. Bioaccurnulation tests indicate t['e degree to \vhjcb
specJfj c consti tuents are accvn:ulated in tbe tj ssues of tbe test
or'gan j sns .
LJp'.uj.d. _aI'~;?Y.spgr.og~:t .P..9rtJpJ.Jl~tJ~ .. Phases, The liquid phase of
dredged material is defined as the filtered supernatant derived by the
elutr'iate procedure, The suspended partj culate phase is r'epresented by
t.he unfiJter'ed supernatant, ThE'r'e are t\-Jo criteria by wbicb liquj.d and
suspended par'ticulate phese bioass8Ys ar'e judged, Under the first
cr'iter'ion, the procedure requires con,parison of the rrrortality produced
in selected test organisnis by different concentr'ations of the liquid or
suspended particulate ph.ase in reJaUon to t.r1e n,ortality of untreated
contr'ols (Kamlet, 1983, 39), A statistically significant increase in
the 96-hour mortality of test organisms in one-hundred percent test
n1ediun:, as compared to the appropriate contr'ol, r(lay j no j ('",t,e
t;P8cceptabJe aciver'se in,pacts, Tests in which contr'ol rnortality equals
or exceeds test organism mortality are considered to be indicators of
no-effect, and no statistical analysis is r'HltJ:i r'ed (EPA/COE, 1977,
D10) ,
In cases wbere a staUstjcally sje;nificarlt jncr'ease in rl,ortB] jty
:1 f· ev ic!ent J the second criter'ion j s tt.le '~l imiting permissible
concentration" (LPC). The LPC in bioassays is defjned as 0,01 of tbe
acutely toxic concentr'ation of ttle ljquid pbase after allo\oJance for
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initial rflixi.ng (EPA/COE, 1977, 9). The 0.01 factor is used to account
for sublethal effects and bj ooccur-Iu] otj on of contalTIi nant,:;. The acutely
toxic concentr·atie~l is deterwined by the concentration of the liquid
phase that is 1ethal to fifty percent. of the population after a 96-hour·
exposurp pf,ri od. The nfty per'cent mortality concentration is plotted
as a function of Unle at the four', eight, twenty-four, forty-eigrtt.,
seventy-two and ninety-six hour points on the time scale. A dilution
curve, which takes into account D1ixing zone characteristics, is plotted
at the sorlie Ume int.ervals cmc1 is corr,pared to the
rJlorto} i ty-concEthat:i (m ct,rve. I.f n:e concerttr·atj on on tr,e dilutj on
c~rve exceeds 0.01 of the acutely toxic concentration, the LPC, at any
point on the tirr,e ~Cd]E', t.!':e crit.er·ion for' safe disposal has not been
n;et. This biolnejea] ciet.pmin8Uon (If the LFC ll,ay be used itl p18ce of
EFl> h8tEI qUe;] Hy crH.er:ia, or t.o 8SSt~;S the contarr;jnation potenUaJ of
UI(JSP C(;f\sU tuents elf Ute dredt;ee; n:ateri al not conta ined in the EPA
criteria.
0.0.J.i.d. .p.base. The pur'pose of the solid prlase bioassay js to
determine the adverse effects that n:ight be experienced by bentrlic
organislT's liVing near the boundaries of trle disposal site. The printary
criterion for' this test 5s the sur'vival of several benthic species itl
the test material relative t.o t.heir' survi.val jn a reference sedinlent
control (EPA/COE, 1977, F1). Individua] causative agents cantlot be
identified witl't Hljs pr'oceciure.
The procedure for' sol i c1-·pr
'
c.::E tj 08 ssay t; d j ffer S s(lrrewr,a t fron' that.
of t.\"lt' J :iqv:ici [.'r,c-~f test jp r'ecognition of the fact tbat Hte
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potentially affected or'ganisms are in close contact with the sedirrlent
for long periods of time. The procedure requires U.lat tbree to fjve
species of appropriate ~ensjtive bentJdc orgard~nl~, repre:o-ent8t.iVE-' of
f:i J tet'-ff~edE'r~;, der:o~d t-feeders, and burrowers, be establ ished in
reference sediment in a test aquarium and a control aquariurr.. A layer
of test sediment is placed in the test tank, and a layer of r'eference
~edin:ent is placed in tbe control tank in such 3 l;I:ay that tbey cover'
the or'ganisms in their respective tanks. The test is conducted for ten
days under carefully controlled conditions of aer'ation and seawater
flow-througr, •
At the end of trle ten cJel }' per joe; , H,E-' ~lJ rv jv i ng orgarl i ~ns fr'on,
eCich toni< ewe counted and conpCired. If there is a statjsticaJJy
~d.gnjfjcant incr'ease in n10rtality of test organisms over control
organisrr:s, the dredged IY:ateri al rn8Y not be cce8n ciun:peci. n,e
~iteltjstica] analysis may be based on totCOI] fl10rteljty of all spec:i.es
con:bined, or :It nlay be based on indiviolJ8] .5pE-'c:"Les n:ortaJity if
jncr'eased sensitivity is desir'ed. The SecUor: 103 nlanual state:-; tt:8t
':t.rIE'rE: is a general feeling 8n:ong r(any ::-;cjent:i[~ts tbat djfferences
between control and treatment sur'viva] of 10% are necessar'y in rr:ost
cases before predictions of probable jnlp8ct can be rriade" (EPA/COE,
1977, F11). Based on that staterr1ent, the CeE's p'act.:ice t,8~ LETr: t.e:
ccr:sjder 8S envi r'onn,entaJly unacceptable only those test cases in which
there is an absolute difference of ten percent or more between control
and treatment ~:;urvival (Karrlet, 1983, 48). This is referred to as U,e
'lter, per'cent factor":. Ade' Hi Ot!8Jly, :f.f there j 8 er'eater th8tt ten
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and other suspected carcinogens, mutaeens or teratogens. A separate
[.ahorator) bjo8cc~Dvlatjon asseSsD~nt generalJy takes a month or
nrore to cODlplete and does not account for fir:;'>:ing end sediment tr'ansport
conditions at the djsposal site. It. js therefore prefer'ab}e to use the
fje}d sampling procedur~ ~henever pos~ible.
Karr:let (1983) has cited a number of contentious issues related to
bioassay/bioaccUffiulation tests. The practice of using the combined
total mortal Hoy of aJ} speci es cr·i terion jn the solid phase
bioassay r:as been er·aiei7ec) because it does not. protect specjes of
abeve 8vETa.ge ,:;ensitivity. The ten percent factor' is decried because
it lacks any substanUal justjficaUon other than "a gener'al feeling
In sunvar), Kaffilet sueeesteci that per~aps the cur'rent test:ing
procedures faJ} t.oo hE~c:;vj]y on tti€, side of profl«lUng ocean disposa].
!l.U CorrfPents
A repor't by t!'ie ~iew England Ri.ver Basins Conmission (1982, 2)
suggested that tbe COE' s pIann ing and nee} s:i on-nal< i ng process for'
an'ong projects, and for identifying, screening, and managing disposal
sites. However, increasing cODlpetition for' both ter-restrial and n':adne
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resources has engendered a corresponding need to carefully balance
objectiyes to allow for Hie wj dest r8neE~ of LJse~ of resources, and to
"produce rnaxirnum economic benefits with acceptable
impacts" (Bokuneiwicz and Minsch, 1982, 1145).
environmental
COf r:ove e:tterr:pteci to balance objectives, ~dth Hie end restJJ t being 8
decision-rnaldng proce~:" t.b8t is con1plicated 8nd sUbjecUve. Tbe
tesUr:e c:nci evaluatiorl pr'ocecitJres established pursuant to the MPRSA and
FWPCA impar't a sense of objectivity to tbe decision-rnaking pr'oce~s.
However, that objectivity has been diffused by guidelines that are
tbe delegation of
discr'etionary author'ity to EP/I and CaE. As a result of that
subjectivity, one might expect the CaE decision-making process to
produce unpredictable r~sults.
SorTie of the comprises in the guidelines were pointed OLJt in
~LJt:jective standards which have resulted from the fviPRSA include: the
deterr(lination of "tY'ClCe" contaminant levels through the use of bioassay
results, and definition of ~pr~cticabJe" sJternatives thc::::e
8vailabJe at "reosonable iN:rf~[l,ent.aJ The dj scn·tionary
authority of the EPA and the CaE are exemplified by the ability of
those agencies, under the FVIPCA, to deternline testing requiren:ents
8ccord~lng to U',e specifjc conditions of a project.
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Chapter 5
,r'i.e.tho,d,;:;, J.OT..Qu.a.nj:.JJSJ,tjy.e_ Af.·~·essrr:ent
The preceding chopt.er~ of t.h5 s trl8~i s r'Clv8 eli seu::-sed vadoLls
aspects of COE decision-n~king, and the dredged material disposal
problem. The int.ent WClS to illustrate the formal COE decision-making
structure, and the variables that influence it with regard to dredeed
n'8t.er:;r-IJ (;::~.'I(~c~, Th rf[i",jr'(E'r of triP trr8~;js is a qucmUtative
evaluation of the decision-making process as it functions in the New
England Division of the COE, The objective is to to determine how
certajn vcn'j8bJE-'~' ::r,nl:l':'t:Cf t.h:.· ~f'](eet.:Orl of Jac: or 0ren-\-J8ter'
~1cFaCCen (197::, t(2) ~;q.~l:f~t.pd th8t em l.N1er~taN{ i pg, of 8n~'
deci,sion-n l81dng process filay be achieved eiHrer by studying the intemal
\-Jcrldne.~ of t.he proc8::-s itst'}f~ Clf' by ::-h1cyine trlt:' dt:'c:ision~: r8f:ulUng
frein, tbat process. In 8 government aeency, r:€ e!s~+rted, j t 11'8y bE'
difficuJt to obtain ca.ndici inforfiiCltion on Hie workings of the process,
so the decision r'psult.s are J :i\<eJy t.o bE" nGre reve8Jin€... Tre remainder
of thi s study exan,} nes the deci si on-o aking process of the New England
Division (NED) of the Army Corps of Engineers (CDE) using a model
simHar to r-rcFaclclen's. Tbe model evaluat.es the r'esults of cieeis:iclDS cm
HIE- se~(!(!Uon (;f ~<:rl(' (.y q,f-!'-\-i8t.cr c~j~;P(;~·c;J. ~:,t.E·S fer' dredeeci flraterial
from federal dredging projects.
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New England was selected as the region to be evaluated in order
to minimize institutional and spatia] var'jatjon jn the data, ~hjJe
ad: j ev ing a data ba~e J8ree enolJeh t.o y j eld fi l€8tl ingflJ1 rpsu] ts,
Accordjng to Maass (1959, 16), COE divisions tend to be rather
autonowous authorities. Expanding the scope of the evaluation beyond a
single division might introduce institutional differences in decision-
n'ald-lig, into the 8rl81 ysis. Tr.ere nlay still be son,e degree of spaUaJ
var'iatior. \Nithin the ~;ew England region, but. t.be ]oss of definHion
seems justified in light of the size of the data base available.
Reducing the area to tJe evo}v2t.ed, to a sing)e state, for instance,
would greatly reduce the number of projects that could be included in
the data bat,e.
The peri Oci of U"C' ~tudy wat; (e~,iEl~E'ci t.o n:ini,ndze terrpor'al
variation jn the methods of evaluation used by the NED in the
decision-making process. Only projects evaluated by the NED between
July of 1977 and the end of 1984 were included in the dat.a base. JuJy
of 1977 was the date of issuance of the Pl'(Jc;pciurf-':, r, cJnl;8J fer Sf>Ct,1 (;l;
Ie:: (;f U"E- r:FFSPo (EFA/COE, 1977). 'This stuoy assuf),ed that any pr'oject
repor't, env ironrnental asseE:~;mer.t or other record, concerning open-water
disposal seaward of tl:e base line and j ssued 8fter' that o8te, \Nas
\Nr-itten in accordance \Nith tr,e fv:FRSA gLJide15 m-~, [Jocun,ents concerning
open-water disposal landward of thE' b8,:-;e J :inE-' \<JerE-' 8::,surr:ec1 to be in
accordance v.jth 1975 interim final guj,delines for Section 404 of the
FWPCA (Environmental Effects L8tJOt'8tol'y, 1976). The end of 1984
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represented the end of the period through which the necessary NED
records were gener811y avai)8b)e.
Tl~:i ~ ~t,t:(;y pva) l18t.E'~ the COE clecj sj on-nla£< ing process at the
r'ecorrmendation level, irr:rr.edjateJ y prj or to consider'ation by the
Division Engineer. No assurr,ptions are made about the fjnal outcon,es of
the project~ lJnder c(m~ideratjall.. TI,e objective of the study j s to
8~S~'SS U:E: select JOT' cf djsposa) sH,es for' ciredl::)rl€:', prclject~, Nit the
in,p) en,entot:i on cf U,ose project::.'. Tne decision r'esult for each project
represents, as clcseJy as possible, the n~tnod of djsposal initialJy
recorrrr,ended for the project, before it was subnitted for approval.
3(ir:e of U'e p'ojects inc)ucied in triP study have, in fact, been
cancelled or postpoT'ed. Nevertneless, 8 dispcsal site decision was
rr,ade for those projects, and it js that action whjch is of interest in
this study.
The study assurr,es tbat tile NED ITlaintains, and n:akes availabJ e,
reccr'ds on aJ) projects that have been fOf'n1ally evaIuated. If tilis is
true, t.hen tne data u::.'ed:it: H,:i::., .:,t,udy c-l':(;l,Jei r'eprp::"ent 8JJ of HIE'
projects tbat have been fOf'mally evaIuated during the peri,oci in
question. Projects that have been I'vled out prior to forn,al evaluation
are not included in thjs study.
Tne data were obta:inHi through an extensive searcn of infornlaUon
kept OT' fHe Cit. t.be NEr; in Waltbarr', Eas~8Cbl;S~f:tt.s. A J i::.;t. of federaI
cir'edging projects considered and/or conducted during the period in
question was con:pilec1 frorrt project reports and env ironmental
asse.:;srr,ents kept on fHe jn U,e ~:avigatjon Branch of the NED. TDe
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information recorded fron! t.r,j s source :ilicJucie(1 the JocaU on of the
pr'oject; year of the last available report; proposed disposal site
(open-water or land); type of dredging project (maintenance or new
work); type of dredging equiprrent en,ployed (rr:echanical or hydr'cll)J ic);
v0) uITe of rr,ater j 8J pq;c::-f-(; r(:r (; i ~'f'(;~'CI]; (';r l(1 t.he re:'lul ts of f"co) og) ca)
evah;atj ons jf they were available.
The Regulatory Branch provided the results of bulk sediment,
elutriate, and bi oassayfbi oaccufi,LJlat:i on test~; to veri fy the data found
jrl the environn,8[lt8J cl::;::(,~~,rrfl:ts, cr' to se-rve as Hie primary data
source when other' c1ata :::()l)rCt'~, werE-: :tr:aciec:l;2tf'. TIle- NED exarrlines a
lor'g.e l'lul1:ber' of vari_Clbles in the various ecolog;j cal tests. To
facilitatf' anaJysis, olily cert.ajn s:igrdLicar,t variabJes were ilicluded
in H,j s study. Table ~ lists the variables for which dat8 were
compj lee1 frOll: tr,e ecoJ cf) c81 t.est. resu] t~,.
Groin si7e was selected for ancJlysis beC8l;,:f c.f :its :ir,:por·t.8r
'
CE- h:
Up cif:'tern,jrI8t.jon (If t'nejneerine fe8sibHity and environlliental quality
(see chapter 3, herein). It also plays a key role in the screening
pr'ocedures for ocean disposal under the MPRSA (see chapter U, rlerein ).
The ~!ED lJ1easures grain she in tHrrs of tJ,f-' ~1f-'r'CE-'nt.c:ep (;f fine
partj c] p~; (~<i J t or (']e:y) j r! t.r E E+c::i [.,Hit,
The bulk sediment content, elutriate re] e8Se and b:i C8CCl'n"'U] aU crl
of several substances were included in the evaluation because they have
,:;pec::('I] ,:;ienjfic8rlce 0':; potentj8J contan,jnar't.s. CacJrrdufJ\,
pet to] eurr r,ydrocarbeJl1s were C0l18j cered ,:,j gnj fjcant
cont.8r,jr:c:r,t,~'. t:E'('8U~(~ trley 8tf ::.pcific8JJy It,~,tr:icte(; by
r"ercur'y and
poten t.:i C1J
H,t" ocean
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disposal guidelines; PCB and DDT are controversial and commonly
recognized persistent organic contaminants; and volatile solids content
may c~eate environmental degradation through biological and chemical
oxygen demand.
Table 3 Variables Used in the Quantitative Analysis
Variable Variables Data Variable
Category Compiled ~ Usa~e
ENVIRONMENTAL Work Type nominal comparative
Grain Size ratio LOGIST
Cadmium
" "Mercury
" "Bulk Petroleum
Sediment Hydrocarbons
" "Volatile Solids
" "PCB u comparative
DDT u
"
Elutriate nominal comparative
Liquid Phase nominal comparative
Bioassay Suspended Parti-
culate Phase
" "Solid Phase
" "
Cadmium nominal comparative
Bioaccum- Mercury
" "
ulation Petroleum
Hydrocarbons
" "PCB
" "DDT
" "
OPERATIONAL Dredge Type nominal comparative
Grain Size ratio LOGIST
Volume interval
"
ECONOMIC Cost interval LOGIST
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Bioassay results on the three phases of dredged material were
included because they are the primary legal criteria for ocean disposal
evaluation under the MPRSA (see chapter 4, herein).
The records of the Engineering Branch provided information on the
unit cost of dredging and disposal for individual projects. All of the
data discussed above were available to the NED decision-makers prior to
evaluation of each disposal site choice. In contrast, the cost data
are based upon the lowest bid received for individual projects from
private contractors after the decision had been made. As a result,
these data can not be included as a priori decision variables, but do
provide a means of assessing the relationship between cost and choice
of disposal site after-the-fact.
The cost information has other limitations as well. Because of
the continuous nature of a dredging and disposal operation, it is
difficult to separate the cost of disposal from the cost of dredging
(chapter 3, herein). Therefore, the combined cost must be considered
in the analysis. It is likely that only an unknown portion of the cost
differences between projects is attributable to differences in disposal
site selection. As a result, any cost differences which appear in the
results are merely approximations of the potential cost differences
associated with land or open-water disposal.
The primary analysis of the data was completed using two methods.
The first method employed a logistic regression model (LOGIST) to
evaluate the explanatory value of several quantifiable variables in the
decision-making process. The LOGIST procedure relates a vector of
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independent decision variables to a dependent variable representing the
decision results. The procedure estimates the proportion of the
decision-making process that is accounted for by those decision
variables. This procedure is explained in greater detail later in this
chapter. The second method involved a qualitative assessment of those
variables that were less amenable to quantification. It is the
author's contention that a qualitative evaluation of these variables is
more meaningful, and certainly simpler and more understandable, than
attempting to fit the data into the regression procedure.
This study was concerned with three groups of variables that .
might influence the selection of a land or open-water disposal site:
operational, environmental, and economic.
The variables evaluated under the operational heading included
volume of material, grain size of the material, and whether hydraulic
or mechanical dredging equipment was employed. Volume and grain size
are quantitative data that were analyzed using the LOGIST procedure.
The type of equipment employed are qualitative data that were evaluated
by merely comparing the frequency of occurrence of each variable class
in the two disposal categories.
Bulk sediment, elutriate, and bioassay/bioaccumulation test
results were evaluated independently for their influence as
environmental variables. The bulk sediment variables grain size,
cadmium, mercury, volatile solids, and petroleum hydrocarbons were
analyzed using the LOGIST procedure. The bulk sediment variables PCB
and DDT were evaluated qualitatively due to lack of sufficient data.
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The scarcity of data points for these variables would have reduced the
number of observations included in the analysis to a level that would
render the results meaningless.
Elutriate and biological test data were also evaluated
qualitatively. Initially, elutriate concentration data were compiled
for five variables representing cadmium, mercury, petroleum
hydrocarbons, PCB, and DDT. These data appeared to be complete enough
to allow for quantitative evaluation, but the COE collected the data
under two different, and irreconcilable, formats. Prior to 1980, the
elutriate data were recorded in units of ug/l or mg/l, which are
absolute measures of concentration, while post-1980 data were recorded
as parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb), which are
relative measures of concentration. This change corresponded with a
change in the format of the EPA water quality criteria in 1980.
Because the elutriate test results were not comparable, their
evaluation was limited to a frequency-of-use comparison between land
and open-water disposal. Bioassay and bioaccumulation results were not
used in the regression analysis because the results could not be
quantified in a way that would be useful in a LOGIST model. Their
evaluation focused on the frequency of use of these tests, and the
frequency of negative test findings, as defined in subsection 6.2.4,
herein.
The type of dredging performed (maintenance or new-work) was
evaluated as a qualitative environmental variable. Because sediment
from maintenance dredging projects may have greater potential for
binary
only
approach
the nth
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degradation than sediment from new-work projects (Boyd, et aI, 1972,
13; see section 3.3, herein), the type of dredging performed may be an
tmportant environmental variable in decision-making.
The cost variable was evaluated using LOGIST, but because of the
nature of the data, the results are not directly comparable to those
from the other LOGIST analyses. The cost data represent the cost of
dredging and disposal per cubic yard of material, in 1984 constant
dollars. The years in which the costs were incurred were determined
from the CaE's Annual Report of Civil Works Actiyities for each year.
To arrive at constant dollar values, the actual cost was inflated from
the year in which it was incurred to 1984 levels. The annual inflation
rate was esttmated from the annual Construction Cost Index, as reported
in Engineering News-Record.
The logistic regression model uses a maximum likelihood
to relate a vector of independent variables (BXn), for
observation, to a dummy dependent variable (Yn), in this case a
variable having values (0,1). Since the dependent variable can
take on two values, the regression function is not linear, but is a
sigmoid curve with non-normally distributed residuals (Walker and
Duncan, 1967, 169). Let
BXn = B1*Xn1 + B2*Xn2 + ••. + Bi*Xni
be the vector of independent variables for the nth observation, where
B = (B1, .•• ,Bi)
is the vector of regression parameters. Consider a regression model
Yn = BXn + Un,
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where the dummy variable (Y) is defined by Y = 0,1.
function for this model is
The likelihood
Ln = II F(-BXn) II (1 - F(-BXn)), (Maddala, 1983, 22),
'1;.0 'I;. I
where F is the cumulative distribution function for U. The probability
that Yn = 0 is (1/1 + exp(BXn)), and the probability that Yn = 1 is
(exp(BXn)/1 + exp(BXn)). Regression parameters (B) are estimated by
maximizing the likelihood function over n observations. Maddala (1977;
/"
1983), Cox (1970), and Harrell (1984) examine this model further.
Applications of the logistic regression model have been
demonstrated in biostatistics (Walker and Duncan, 1967, 67) ,
econometrics (Maddala, 1983), and other social sciences (Magidson,
1978, 27). The model used here is the LOGIST procedure on the
Statistical Analysis System (SAS) computer package. Application of the
model is explained by Harrell in the SAS Supplemental User's Guide
(1984).
The LOGIST procedure on SAS automatically eliminates observations
with missing values from the regression. To evaluate the predictive
ability of a model, LOGIST calculates an R statistic, which is similar
to the multiple correlation coefficient. According to Harrell (1984,
183), "R has a value of 0 if the model is of no value and if the
model predicts perfectly, and RZis the proportion of log-likelihood
explained by the model".
The procedure also performs a chi-square test to judge the
statistical significance of the derived R-value for each model. In
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this study, the probability (P) must be less than alpha = .05 in order
for the R-value to be considered statistically significant.
The function of the LOGIST procedure in this study was to relate
decision variables from the operational, environmental and economic
categories, to disposal decisions in order to determine the extent to
which those variables are employed in decision-making. A close
relationship between the independent (decision) variables and the
dependent variable (results) indicates that the decision variables have
a high explanatory value (R2), and might be considered important in NED
decision-making. Consider a simple example, where dredged materials
discharged on land have high bulk levels of cadmium, and those
discharged in open water have low bulk levels of cadmium. The variable
for cadmium content will have a high explanatory value (R 2 ). If the
variable is statistically significant at the derived R-value, then it
is likely that bulk cadmium level is an important decision variable.
This finding might suggest that potential environmental contamination
from heavy metals is an important consideration in selecting a disposal
site, and that the NED favors land sites for those materials.
In applying LOGIST to the problem at hand, the dependent variable
(disposal type) was designated as 0, for land disposal, or 1, for open-
water disposal. Land disposal included any form of upland disposal, as
well as beach nourishment and marsh filling. Open-water disposal
included ocean, river, or harbor disposal of any kind, including
capping and marsh creation. The results of the LOGIST procedure were
used to indicate the explanatory value of the independent variables in
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each model in decision-making, both as a single array and as discrete
groups of operational, environmental and economic variables. This
study is concerned more with the impact of combinations of these
variables than with their individual impacts. The variables used in
the LOGIST analysis were selected for their importance as
representatives of their groups, not for their individual importance.
The values assigned to the independent variables in the LOGIST
analysis of bulk sediment test results represent the mean of the
concentrations of those substances in all sediment samples tested for a
given observation (dredging project). For example, cadmium (CD)
concentration was recorded for fifteen sediment samples from Boston
Harbor. The mean of those fifteen samples (4.33) was used as the value
for CD in one of the forty-four observations entered into the
regression. The statistical validity of these mean values varies
greatly among observations because the number of sediment samples taken
for each project varies. However, this analysis is concerned not with
the validity of the numbers used to make the decisions, but with the
results of decisions based upon those numbers.
At this point, two qualifying statements on the interpretation of
the data are in order. First, the standard deviations of the data
representing the variables volume, grain size, and volatile solids
exceed the mean values for those variables. This suggests that those
data are not normally distributed. All other data sets appear to be
normally distributed. Second, as with any regression procedure, the
results of LOGIST may be biased by the exclusion of potentially
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significant variables. The conclusions drawn from the LOGIST results
should be considered in light of the non-normality of some of the data,
and the possibility that potentially significant variables were
excluded from the analysis.
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CHAPTER 6
Analysis
6.1 Hypotheses
Earlier chapters of this thesis (2-4) attempted to illustrate the
complexity of the dredged material disposal issue, and the
decision-making process of the COE. Based upon those discussions, the
following hypotheses have been developed.
1) The NED decision-makers must incorporate a large and
diverse array of potentially important variables into a
system that is characterized by bureaucracy to begin with.
In such a complex system, there is little chance that any
small array or small groups of variables will substantially
influence the decision-making process. One or more of the
variable groups may have a noticeable impact on
decision-making, but they will not account for a majority of
the process.
2) The cost of dredged material disposal has, historically,
been important in COE decision-making (see section 3.4,
herein). However, the increasing involvement of other
variables, including environmental considerations, has
overshadowed the importance of the direct cost of disposal.
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Consequently, cost should not be highly regarded in the
decision-making process.
3) The operational variables are expected to show a strong
relationship with disposal-type. The grain size of the
sediment should be a decisive variable because it is a key
factor in determining the type of dredging equipment
employed, and how the material will react during and after
disposal. Coarse-grained material should be favored for land
disposal because it is more amenable to hydraulic dredging,
and is more stable on land than fine-grained material (see
subsections 3.1.1 and 3.3.1, herein). In addition,
coarse-grained material is often used in beach nourishment,
which is a form of land disposal for the purposes of this
study.
The volume of material should influence disposal site
selection because suitable land disposal sites are generally
scarce, particularly in industrialized areas where the volume
of material to be dredged may be large and land is valuable
(see section 3.4, herein). Open-water disposal should be
favored for large volumes of material. Individually, volume
should have less impact than grain size, but the combination
of the two should substantially influence disposal
decisions.
The type of dredging equipment employed (hydraulic or
mechanical) should affect disposal site decisions because
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mechanically dredged sediment is most efficiently disposed of
in open water, while hydraulically dredged sediment is most
efficiently disposed of on land (see section 3.1, herein).
4) The environmental impacts of dredged material disposal,
both on land and in open water, are still largely uncertain.
There is little agreement among the scientific community on
whether open-water environments are more or less sensitive to
potentially contaminated dredged material than are land
environments (see section 3.5, herein). To the best of the
author's knowledge, the NED had not taken any official
position on the subject during the period of the study.
However, Congress' intent, when it enacted the MPRSA and
FWPCA, was to keep potential contaminants out of the open-
water environment whenever feasible (see subsections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2, herein). No comparable set of laws pertains
specifically to land disposal of dredged material.
Interpretations of Congressional intent differ, and so,
the mandate restricting open-water disposal is rather loosely
implemented by the regulations that resulted from the
legislation. Congressional intent is reflected in the
regulations issued pursuant to the FWPCA, which require a
general presumption against open-water disposal unless it can
be demonstrated that the material will not have an adverse
environmental impact (see section 4.2.2, herein). However,
that goal is compromised by the flexibility of the
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regulations. In effect, the regulations (see chapter 4,
herein) reflect the uncertainty surrounding potential
environmental impacts by prohibiting open-water disposal only
when adverse short-term biological effects are demonstrated.
There are essentially two scenarios the NED might be
expected to follow with regard to environmental regulation of
dredged material disposal. The first scenario is one based
on Congressional intent, where the NED would favor land
disposal for those dredged materials containing higher levels
of potential contaminants, such as cadmium and PCB,
irrespective of the question of bioavailability. Under this
scenario, bulk sediment data would show a strong relationship
with disposal site selection, as would elutriate and
biological test data. Land disposal would be favored for
fine-grained material which might contain high levels of
potential contaminants. The second scenario is a system
which is based on a nominal adherence to the regulations.
Under this system, biological test results would be the only
decision criterion, and the bulk sediment and elutriate test
results would have little or no influence on decision-making.
There would be little or no favoritism of disposal sites
based on environmental data.
From a policy perspective, the NED should be following
the first scenario based on Congressional intent. If that is
the case, the bulk sediment, elutriate, and biological test
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results will be relatively important factors in NED
decision-making. Sediment containing higher levels of
contaminants and having greater potential for release of
contaminants to the aquatic environment will be disposed on
land.
The type of dredging performed should also be an
important environmental variable in NED decision-making. If
it is true that sediment from maintenance dredging projects
has greater potential for degradation than sediment from
new-work projects, then one would expect maintenance dredged
material to be disposed of in the less sensitive environment.
If Congressional intent is used as the criterion for judging
the sensitivity of environments, then land disposal should be
favored for maintenance dredged material.
6.2 Results
6.2.1 All Variables
A logistic regression was used to test the hypothesis that the
operational, environmental, and economic variables determine disposal
site selection. The LOGIST procedure was applied to a model of
disposal type (land or open-water) as a function of the volume of
material; the grain size of the material; the bulk chemical content of
cadmium, mercury, petroleum hydrocarbons, and volatile solids; and the
cost of dredging and disposal.
presented in table 4.
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The results of the analysis are
These results may have been biased by the omission of biological
and elutriate test variables, which are believed to be significant
variables in the overall decision criterion. Bias might also have been
created as a result of accidental omission of other potentially
significant variables.
The procedure produces an R-value, which is an estimate of the
ability of the decision variables in the model to predict decision
results (disposal-type). The value of R2 is an estimate of the
proportion of the log-likelihood of the results that is explained by
those variables. The values of Rand R2 are indicators of the extent
to which the variables being examined are incorporated into the
decision-making process by the NED. High values of Rand R2 for a
group of variables suggest that the NED considered that group to be
important in decision-making.
Because this analysis deals with groups of variables, a high
explanatory value (If) for a particular group (e.g. "all variables" or
"operational variables") is expected only if all of the variables in
observations associated with land disposal choices have values that are
distinctly different than the values of the same variables in
observations associated with open-water disposal choices. For example,
the model of all variables will have a high Ffif volume is always low
for land disposal observations, and high for open-water disposal
observations; bulk cadmium content is always high for land disposal
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observations, and low for open-water disposal observations; and-so-on
for all variables in the model. The value of R2 is reduced as that
distinction becomes blurred for any or all variables in the model.
When performed on all variables, the procedure revealed an
R-value of 0.51, where R = 0 indicates the model has no predictive
value and R = 1 indicates the model predicts perfectly (see chapter 5,
herein). Squaring the R-value for the model revealed that twenty-six
percent of the log-likelihood of the decision results was explained by
this group of variables. The value of P for this model indicates that
the derived R-value is statistically significant at alpha = .05.
Table 4- LOGIST Results.
# of ~~ ~ .-lL P < .05
All Variables: 24 0.51 0.26 yes
All Variables
except COST: 39 0.33 0.11 yes
Economic Variable: 26 0.0 0.0 no (.25)
Operational Variables: 42 0.41 0.17 yes
Environmental Variables:
Bulk Sediment Test 39 0.33 O. 11 yes
During the procedure, twenty of the forty-four observations
introduced into the analysis were deleted due to missing values.
Despite its apparent statistical significance, the high number of
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deletions calls into question the reliability of this estimate of
explanatory value. When the cost variable, which caused fifteen of the
deletions, was dropped from the model, the procedure revealed an
R-value of 0.33, or eleven percent of the log-likelihood. Because the
individual R-value of the cost variable was zero, its elimination from
the analysis should not have changed the R-value of the model
substantially. The fact that the R-value for the model was reduced
from 0.51 to 0.33 by removal of the cost variable sUggests that the
deleted observations had an important impact on the model. Therefore,
the explanatory value of the model is probably closer to the eleven
percent estimate based on thirty-nine observations than the twenty-six
percent estimate based on only twenty-four observations.
6.2.2 Economic Variables
The impact of economics on disposal site selection was tested
with a logistic regression on the model of disposal type as a function
of cost. LOGIST deleted eighteen observations due to missing values.
The remaining twenty-six observations were split equally between land
and open-water disposal. The procedure produced an R-value of 0.0,
indicating that dredging and disposal costs had no relationship with
disposal site selection. This finding does not meet the criterion for
statistical significance. When considering this finding, the reader
should bear in mind the number of missing values in the data set, and
the fact that the costs represent actual costs for private contractors,
not expected costs for the job.
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6.2.3 Operational Variables
The hypothesis that the volume of material and the grain size of
the material determine disposal site selection was tested with a
logistic regression model of disposal type as a function of volume and
grain size. In the procedure, two of the forty-four observations were
deleted due to missing values. Of the observations included, eighteen
were land disposal choices and twenty-four were open-water disposal
choices. The regression for the model produced an R-value of 0.41.
Squaring the R-value to obtain an estimate of explanatory value
revealed that this model explained only seventeen percent of the
log-likelihood of the results. This R-value was statistically
significant at alpha = .05. Again, the omission of potentially
significant variables in the decision model may have biased these
results.
The hypothesis that the type of equipment employed affects
disposal site selection was tested qualitatively. Among the forty-two
observations for which the equipment-type was indicated, mechanical
dredges were recommended on twenty projects, and hydraulic dredges were
recommended for the remainder. In nineteen of the twenty
mechanical-dredge projects the proposed disposal site was an open-water
site. In all nineteen of the proposed projects in which the NED
recommended a cutterhead-and-pipeline hydraulic dredge, the suggested
disposal site was on land. In only three of the projects did the NED
the
only
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propose hydraulic dredging and open-water disposal: two would have
used hopper dredges, and one would have used a sidecast dredge.
6.2.4 Environmental Variables
To test the impact of the bulk chemical content of dredged
material on disposal site selection, a logistic regression was
performed on the bulk sediment data using a model of disposal site
selection as a function of grain size and the bulk chemical content of
cadmium, mercury, petroleum hydrocarbons and volatile solids. The
procedure revealed a model R-value of 0.33, indicating an explanatory
value of only eleven percent when R is squared.
The value of P calculated for this model indicates that
derived R-value is statistically significant. This finding
represents the explanatory value of the bulk sediment test as a
decision factor, not the entire environmental category. Bias may have
been created by the omission of potentially significant variables in
the model.
It was rather difficult to evaluate the effects of the bulk
sediment content of PCB and DDT on disposal site selection because only
about half of the observations contained values for those variables.
The results of table 5 show the maximum and mean concentration of PCB
and DDT to be higher in material intended for open-water disposal, but
the number of observations included in those statistics is small. It
should also be noted that the standard deviation is substantially
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larger than the mean value for both PCB and DDT, indicating that the
data are not normally distributed.
Table 5 Summary Statistics for Bulk Sediment Content of PCB and DDT.
PCB Content (PPB)
Number
Range
Mean
Median
S. D.
Land
8
0-2750
399.9
4.5
961.3
Water
13
0-4023.33
530.0
19.9
1132.8
DDT Content (PPB)
Land Water
Number 6 12
Range 0-101 0-580
Mean 37.7 57.3
Median 28.5 3.8
S. D. 40.2 165.2
The impact of elutriate and biological test results as
environmental variables in NED decision-making was tested by evaluating
the frequency with which they were used to arrive at disposal
decisions.
Elutriate tests are optional procedures under both the MPRSA and
the FWPCA, and were not employed as evaluative techniques on all of the
proposed projects. The test was used in sixteen of the twenty-four
cases (67 percent) in which open-water disposal was the suggested
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disposal method, but in eight of those cases only a few constituents
were examined. An elutriate test was performed in only four of the
twenty projects (20 percent) in which land disposal was selected.
Bioassay tests are known to have been performed in seventeen of
the forty-four proposed projects (39 percent). In all but one of those
projects (Pawtuxet River), the proposed disposal site was an ocean
site. However, seven of the twenty-four proposed open-water disposal
operations were not subjected to bioassays of any type. In six of
those cases the material was excluded from further testing by the
sediment screening procedures of the MPRSAj the seventh (Cohasset
Harbor) was sUbject to the provisions of the FWPCA, in which bioassays
are optional.
Appendix B identifies those projects which showed negative
results in any phase of the bioassay before dilution. In this context,
negative results for liquid and suspended particulate phases are those
showing a statistically significant reduction in survival rate in one
or more test species in one or more sediment samples. A negative
result in the solid phase is one in which there is a statistically
significant reduction in the combined survival rate of all species in
one or more sediment samples.
The liquid phase showed negative results in nine of sixteen cases
(56 percent), while the suspended particulate phase showed negative
results in seven of sixteen cases (44 percent). The solid phase showed
negative results in only three of seventeen cases (18 percent). After
allowance for initial mixing, none of the liquid or suspended
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particulate phase tests showed negative results, while two of the solid
phase tests (Pawtuxet River and Norwalk Harbor) turned out negative.
Bioaccumulation tests were performed in eleven of the forty-four
projects studied (25 percent). The NED proposed open-water disposal
for all of those projects. Negative results for a bioaccumulation test
shall be defined, for the purposes of this study, as a statistically
significant accumulation of a substance in one or more species in one
or more sediment samples. Appendix B indicates that negative findings
resulted from at least one of the five substances examined in nine of
the eleven observations (82 percent) in which the test was conducted.
In none of those cases did a significant finding alter the decision to
discharge in the ocean.
A qualitative comparison was used to test the hypothesis that the
type of dredging performed has an effect on disposal site selection.
The hypothesis assumes that maintenance dredged material is potentially
more degrading to the aquatic environment than sediment from new-work
projects. Eleven of the forty-four proposed projects that were studied
were for new-work dredging. Dredged material from six of those
new-work projects (54 percent) was to be discharged in open water.
Open-water disposal was also chosen for eighteen of the thirty-three
proposed maintenance projects (54 percent).
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6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 All Variables
The first hypothesis in section 6.1 stated that no small array or
small group of variables would account for a majority of the
decision-making process. The results of this analysis strongly support
that contention. This analysis revealed almost no general relationship
between the decision variables examined and the final decision results.
From the LOGIST analysis of "all" operational, environmental and
economic variables, it seems apparent that these variables account for
only a small proportion of the decision-rnaking process. When analyzed
as groups, the operational variables seemed to explain the greatest
proportion of the results. The environmental variables were somewhat
less important, and the economic variable, with qualifications, had no
impact. However, even the degree of explanatory value attributable to
the operational variables (seventeen percent) only accounted for a
small proportion of the decision-making process.
This analysis included relatively few of many possible variables
which might have influenced dredged material disposal decisions in New
England. Within the operational, economic, and environmental
categories of variables, there may have been other variables that were
equally, or more, representative of a particular category than the ones
included here. This is especially true of the economic group, which is
rather poorly represented in this analysis. An expansion of the
economic aspect of the analysis should, ideally, include estimates of
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social costs and administrative costs. Realistically, it would be
extremely difficult to derive those estimates for even one or two
projects, let alone forty-four projects.
On a larger scale, there are a variety of other groups of
variables that were not accounted for in this study. Social
conditions, interaction with other agencies, interest group pressure,
political influence, and pUblic interest are some of the other
potential forces in decision-making. Within those groups there may be
many individual variables operating. The failure of the variables
examined in this study to explain the decision results implies that
some, or many, of these other variables are important in the decision-
making process.
6.3.2 Economic Variables
The second hypothesis in section 6.1 stated that the cost of
dredging and disposal will have little value in decision-making because
of the increasing involvement of other considerations. As expected,
the economic category, represented by the cost of dredging and
disposal, was insignificant in the decision criterion. One possible
explanation for that finding may be the deficiency of the cost data
set. However, the root cause may be that the direct costs of dredging
and disposal represent only a small part of the total economic
situation. If land acquisition costs, social costs of environmental
degradation, and other factors could have been incorporated into the
economic variable category, the explanatory value of that category in
----------~----=----------------
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the decision~aking process might have been greater. Given the complex
nature of the current decision-making process, the direct costs of
dredging and disposal have become inconsequential.
6.3.3 Operational Variables
The third hypothesis in section 6.1 stated that the operational
variable group should have substantial explanatory value in NED
decision-making, primarily because of the importance of grain size as
an engineering characteristic of dredged material. The low explanatory
value of volume and grain size in the LOGIST evaluation suggests that
these operational variables had very little influence on disposal-site
selection. One possible interpretation of the low explanatory value of
grain size is discussed in subsection 6.3.5. The low explanatory value
of volume as an operational decision variable may be due to a lack of
upper or lower restrictions on the volume of sediment that may be
dumped in open water. While land disposal may be restricted to
relatively small volumes of sediment due to the scarcity of availabile
land, open-water disposal is not, conversely, restricted to relatively
large volumes of sediment.
Qualitative comparison of equipment-type with disposal site
selection revealed a high degree of correlation. The prevalence of
open-water disposal with mechanical dredging may be explained by the
ease and efficiency of barge transportation to open-water sites. The
difficulty and added expense that would be associated with rehandling
barge-transported dredged material for land disposal tend to discourage
-------------"-----------,
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decision-making. This h th " "
ypo eSlS IS based on the legislative objective
of keeping potential contaminants out of the aquatic environment. The
environmental variables I" 1 d d th t
nc u e e ype of dredging performed
(maintenance or new-work); bulk sediment test results including content
of cadmium, mercury, petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile solids, PCB and
DDT, and grain size; frequency of elutriate testing; and frequency of
bioassay/bioaccumulation testing.
Land disposal should be the preferred method for maintenance
dredged material because it is believed to have greater potential for
contamination than sediment from new-work projects. When evaluated
comparatively, the nearly even division between the frequency of land
and open-water disposal, for both new-work and maintenance dredging
projects, suggests that the type of dredging to be performed had little
Gorrelation with disposal site selection. Based upon these data, there
did not appear to be favoritism of one disposal environment over
another for maintenance dredged material. Either the NED did not find
maintenance dredged material to have greater potential for
environmental degradation, or the distinction in ecological
sensitivity between land and open-water environments is unclear.
The bulk sediment test results had little explanatory value as
for the model which
environmental variables in the decision-making
procedure produced an R2 of only eleven percent
included the variables grain size, cadmium,
process.
mercury,
The LOGIST
petroleum
F th lYSl"S of PCB and DDThydrocarbons and volatile solids. rom e ana
content in dredged material (table 5) one might surmise that open-water
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disposal is favored for those sediments containing relatively higher
concentrations of PCB. However, that conclusion is dubious in light of
the weakness of the statistics. The sparseness of the data suggests
that they were considered important variables only on a
project-by-project basis, not as a general rule.
Under the "Congressional intent" scenario, the low explanatory
value of the bulk sediment test results is surprising. This finding
suggests that the NED is following the scenario of nominal adherence to
regulations, rather than Congressional intent, in pursuing its
environmental regulatory objectives. The NED may be using these test
results as a means of generally characterizing dredged material, but
they do not appear to be an important decision factor. After being
widely criticized as an inadequate indicator of potential environmental
degradation, the bulk sediment test has been deemphasized as a decision
criterion.
Despite the fact that potential contaminants may not be
tmmediately available to the biota, their mere presence should inspire
caution. If the NED were attempting to keep potential contaminants out
of the aquatic environment there would probably be a much stronger
reliance on bulk sediment data, irrespective of the question of
bioavailability. In that case, the LOGIST results for bulk sediment
data would show a much stronger relationship with decision results
because the more heavily contaminated sediment would be disposed of on
land.
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The frequency-of-use of the elutriate test suggests that it is
employed primarily in cases where open-water disposal is proposed.
Since elutriate tests are not legally required for either land or
open-water disposal, this relationship may indicate greater
environment.
environmental concern where open water l"S th d d" 1e propose lsposa
On the other hand, since elutriate tests are not
necessary for clean sediment, these data may suggest that land disposal
sites are more often the recipient of the apparently clean material.
This notion is supported by the observation that thirteen of the twenty
land disposal choices involved beach nourishment, a procedure which
usually requires clean sandy material capable of passing the
preliminary screening procedures.
The fact that bioassaY/bioaccumulation tests were performed
almost exclusively for ocean disposal choices is probably a
consequence of the requirements for bioassays under the MPRSA. In six
of the open-water disposal cases which did not include bioassays, the
material was excluded from further testing by the MPRSA screening
procedures; the seventh, Cohasset Harbor, was subject to the
regulations of the FWPCA, which do not require a bioassay.
The data on bioassays and bioaccumulation tests suggest that the
biological tests were performed only when required by law after the
Thisdecision had been made to discharge the material into the ocean.
finding, again, illustrates that the NED is only nominally adhering
the regulations, rather than following Congressional intent.
to
The
biological tests, and possibly the elutriate test as well, seem to
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function primarily as a means of providing justification for ocean
disposal decisions under the jurisdiction of the MPRSA. With one
exception, negative findings in these tests had no influence on the
final decisions. If these tests were being conducted prior to disposal
decisions, there would likely be several occurrences of biological
testing on material that was disposed of on land. Only one such
occurrence appears in the data. 8ioaccumulation tests were performed
only on material destined for ocean disposal. In all nine cases where
negative bioaccumulation results were indicated, the decision to
discharge in the ocean stood despite the test findings.
The criteria established under the MPRSA require prohibition of
ocean discharge only for those materials which produce negative
bioassay results after allowance for initial mixing. This is a rather
subjective and environmentally liberal standard which should be
applied cautiously. Should the ecological test data raise any doubt
about the suitability of the material for open-water disposal,
"Congressional intent" suggests that judgements should be
environmentally conservative. Regardless of the results after
dilution, any negative bioassay or bioaccumulation finding is an
indicator of potential environmental degradability which should prompt
an extra measure of caution. Yet, in all but one of the seventeen
cases of negative bioassay results before dilution, the decision
remained in favor of ocean disposal.
Negative bioassay findings after dilution do not
guarantee that a decision in favor of ocean disposal will
necessarily
be altered.
the bioassay
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Under the assumption that bioassays are conducted only on dredged
material intended for ocean disposal, it is interesting to note the two
cases in which significant negative bioassay results appeared after
allowance for initial mixing. Both the Norwalk Harbor and Pawtuxet
River sediments were evaluated with bioassays. Consequently, we will
assume that the material from those projects was intended for ocean
disposal. The Pawtuxet River sediment resulted in a significant
negative finding on the solid phase. Given that the final decision
favored land disposal, we might conclude that the decision was altered
as a result of that negative finding. In the Norwalk Harbor case, a
bioassay performed on two sediment samples in 1978 resulted in a
negative finding on the solid phase after allowance for initial mixing.
This would seem to preclude ocean disposal as a viable option. In
1979 the bioassay was repeated on four samples, and the results proved
to be positive. The later positive finding apparently prevailed over
the earlier results, and the decision remained in favor of ocean
disposal.
In the case of the Pawtuxet River project,
regulations seem to have performed as a check on an ocean disposal
decision. However, this is the only example where a negative bioassay
has obviously influenced a disposal decision. The end result of the
Norwalk Harbor evaluation provides that decision with the appearance of
legitimacy, but the means employed to reach that end raise some
questions.
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- If the second bioassay had resulted in a negative finding,
would the test have been repeated until it produced positive
results?
- Is the Norwalk Harbor project an example of external forces
dictating the manner in which evaluative procedures are
carried out?
Further evidence of possible inadequacies in the application of
biological tests is found in the five ocean disposal cases in which
bioaccumulation tests were not performed, even when it appeared that
they were required by law. In those five cases, bioassays were
performed and they suggested some potential adverse impacts before
dilution, but there was no record of bioaccumulation tests having been
performed. The regulations issued pursuant to the MPRSA prohibit
constituents of dredged material from the marine environment when there
is the "possibility of danger associated with their bioaccumulation in
marine organisms" (40 CFR Part 221.6(b)). Under those regulations,
evaluations of bioaccumulation potential should have been performed and
could have been cause for denial of ocean disposal.
Because bulk sediment tests do not account for bioavailability or
natural background levels of substances in the marine environment they
were phased out as a decision criterion in the ocean disposal
whichinmannerThe
regulations. The current regulatory guidelines rely on biological
testing as the primary criterion for restricting ocean disposal of
dredged material (see section 4.2, herein).
biological tests have been applied and interpreted raises questions
Second, as a result
was interpreted as
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about their value in decision-making. It is difficult to imagine that
a test as sUbjective, and as easily manipulated, as the bioassay could
be useful as a regulatory decision-making criterion. Based on the
Norwalk Harbor project, and other evidence presented above, it
apparently is not. The biological tests seem to have very little
impact on decision-making, despite their legal/regulatory mandate as a
primary decision criterion.
This finding might suggest that the biological testing procedures
only nominally fulfill the regulatory requirements. Their primary
function appears to be to corroborate decisions that are driven by
other forces. When one considers the sUbjectivity inherent in the
interpretation of biological test results, their value, even at this
low level of application, is doubtful.
The reasons for the negligible value of the environmental data in
the NED decision-making process are essentially three-fold. First,
there are some basic scientific uncertainties about the potential
adverse environmental effects of dredged material disposal. As a
result, the EPA and the COE are unsure of the validity of avoiding
open-water disposal as an environmental objective.
of EPA's uncertainty, "Congressional intent"
allowing open-water disposal unless a definite showing of potential
short-term degradation is made. The regulations for determining
potential degradation rely on biological tests that are subjective, and
may be too environmentally liberal. Third, the biological testing
procedures may not always be adequately applied in all cases. The
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Norwalk Harbor evaluation, and the apparent omission of bioaccumulation
tests in five ocean disposal cases, are examples of the questionable
application of biological testing requirements.
6.3.5 Additional Comment
It is interesting that the LOGIST analysis showed both the
operational and the bulk sediment variables to be generally
inconsequential factors in decision-making. One reason for this
situation may be that grain size is an important variable in each
category. As a characteristic of dredged material, grain size suggests
different disposal solutions depending on whether it is considered in
operational or environmental terms. For operational reasons, discussed
in the third hypothesis in section 6.1, coarse grain size should be
favored for land disposal, and fine grain size should be favored for
open-water disposal. However, if "Congressional intent" is used as a
criterion, the environmental mandate from the legislation, specifically
the MPRSA, favors just the opposite situation. Although its long-term
effects are uncertain, fine-grained sediment has greater potential for
contamination, which should make land disposal the favored alternative.
This legislative mandate with respect to grain size is evidenced, in
part, by the ocean disposal regulations, which require extensive
testing of fine-grained material, but allow disposal of coarse-grained
material in the ocean without such testing.
Since there is no clear rule for disposal of dredged material
based on grain size, the end result of trying to combine the
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conflicting operational and environmental objectives is a set of
decisions with no pattern based on operational or environmental
variables. The flexibility of the regulations allows the operational
objectives to be balanced with the environmental objectives, thereby
creating a muddled decision pattern. A clear pattern might emerge if
one, or the other, of the objectives were to be given undisputed
predominance in the decision-making process. This, however, is not a
viable option. Considering the highly variable and complex nature of
the dredged material disposal problem, it can not be firmly stated that
one objective is predominant in every case. Consequently,
decision-makers must continue to attempt to balance objectives.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
There seems to be little or no relationship between the
operational, environmental and economic variables examined in this
study, and the results of dredged material disposal decisions made by
the New England Division of the Army Corps of Engineers. Since these
variables are not explaining the decision results, then there must be
other forces driving the decision-making process. An analysis of this
nature can only deal with a limited number of variables, but the issue
of dredged material disposal is a complex one that is subject to a
diverse array of influential forces. As a result, the complexity of
the decision-making process is suggested as one rationale for the lack
of association between the variables examined and the decision
results.
As the complexity of a system increases, it becomes increasingly
unlikely that any individual or small group of independent variables
will explain the results. The Holcomb Research Institute (1976, 5)
delineates various types of environmental systems into four
classifications, one of which they describe as "highly complex and
unpredictable". As a decision-making system, the COE's regulation/
management of dredged material disposal appears to fit into this
class.
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Bauer (1968, 56) observed that "there is a sophisticated modern
approach to decision-making that is based on formalizing one's
judgements, however sUbjective they may be and however tenuous the
information may be, with the view of reaching the best decisions that
can be made on the basis of this imperfect knowledge." This reality was
recognized by Congress, EPA and CaE when the system was formally
developed. The implementation of the CaE's current system of
decision-making is related to Bauer's observation. It is not a "batch"
processing of hard data in an objective manner, but a sUbjective
balancing of multiple objectives.
The subjective nature of the process, and the lack of any
obvious and recognizable decision rules, are inevitable consequences of
the complexity of the issue, and the legal/regulatory framework within
which the NED must operate. In such a complex system, it may not be
possible, nor even desirable, to methodically assess all of the
variables objectively. As a result, there is an ingrained flexibility
in the system, which allows for the balancing of multiple objectives.
Examples of that flexibility are seen in the open-water disposal
regulations that resulted from the MPRSA and FWPCA.
Through a process of incremental adjustments to internal and
external forces, similar to Lindbloom's (1959) process of "succesive
limited comparisons", the CaE narrows the field of alternatives until
it finds the disposal option that is most desirable for all parties
Lindbloom described this
but it applies
involved in a particular choice situation.
process as it applied to long-term policy-making,
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equally well to short-term decision-making. His was a process of
"succesive approximation to some desired objectives in which what is
desired itself continues to change under reconsideration" (p.111). He
noted, as a failure of the incremental approach, the accidental and
unsystematic exclusion of factors (p.110), but defends the approach as
a valid one (p.113). The unsystematic operation of the NED's
decision-making process is evidenced by the lack of correlation between
decision variables and results.
The NED's decision-making process is essentially one of
judgement, where there are no obvious rules for accommodating all the
influential forces. Some of"· the information entering the system is
objective data, but the majority of it is not. There are so many
variables involved that the objective data entering the system is often
inconsequential, and the end result becomes a subjective decision.
As objective data, the negligible influence of the environmental
variables is particularly provocative because it raises the question of
the relevance of the data collected to assess dredged material, and of
the regulatory system itself. From the evidence presented in the
analysis in chapter 6, it does not appear that the NED is using
environmental data to carry out the legislative objective, as expressed
in the FWPCA and the MPRSA, of eliminating contaminants from the
aquatic environment. Instead, it seems that environmental data are
used primarily as a means of nominally adhering to the regulations for
open-water disposal in accordance with the FWPCA and the MPRSA. This
conclusion is supported by the lack of impact that environmental test
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results had on disposal decisions. Environmental test results,
particularly from biological tests, affected decisions only when those
results indicated an obvious violation of regulatory standards,
regardless of the fact that they may have indicated the presence of
potential contaminants that could have adverse long-term environmental
impacts.
If these data have only a minor influence on the final decisions,
does their involvement contribute anything more than complications to
an already intricate process? Eliminating the environmental data
collection and evaluation steps would certainly streamline the process,
but that would not be an acceptable simplification. Regulations and
data lend an air of objectivity to the process, which, though it may be
pretentious, provides a means for lawmakers and
procedurally justify their actions.
regulators to
In chapter 1, a distinction was made between management and
regulation, where management was defined as a dynamic process and
regulation as a static process. Based upon that definition, the NED
seems to be managing, rather than regulating, its own dredged material
disposal operations. The process is punctuated by regulation when
ocean disposal is proposed, but it is merely a legal formality that has
little active impact on the decision results. This management system,
which is characterized by subjective decision-making and regulatory
justification, is complex and unpredictable. As such, it is
susceptible to potentially biased influences, and the possibility of
environmentally "risky" decisions. If the NED were performing a purely
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regulatory function, the output from the decision-making process might
be more predictable, but not necessarily better.
Despite its inconsistency, the subjective decision-making process
is the only reasonable approach to the dredged material disposal
problem. Although it does not perform particularly efficiently, the
advantage of the COE's management system is its flexibility. Purely
objective decision-making requires a relatively small and uniform set
of variables. The dredged material disposal problem does not meet that
constraint. Given the uncertainty surrounding the potential adverse
environmental effects of dredged material disposal, the subjective
process allows disposal decisions to be tailored to specific project
and disposal site conditions. Application of a purely objective
decision-making process might cause the decision-makers to ignore a
variety of potentially important variables.
The problem with the current system of decision-making is that it
does not fully comply with the objectives of the FWPCA and the MPRSA.
Either the dredged material disposal regulations, and the COE
decision-making process, need to be aligned with those objectives, or
the objectives need to be redefined and clarified by Congress. The
solution may require some of each. It is unreasonable to expect
absolute prohibition of open-water disposal of dredged material. Yet,
within the subjective decision-rnaking process, a slightly more
conservative and objective approach to the ecological evaluations might
be the basis for greater consideration of the potential long-term
environmental impacts. Until there is stronger evidence of the
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presence or absence of long-term impact, it would be wise to proceed
cautiously with regard to open-water disposal.
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Appendix A
Federal Enyironmental Legislation
Pertinent to Dredged Material Disposal
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Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972 (P. L. 92-500)
Section 404 of this Act requires permits, issued by the Corps of
Engineers, for disposal of dredged material into navigable waters and
adjacent wetlands landward of the boundary of the territorial sea. A
state-issued water quality permit may also be required under Section
401 of this Act. The Act directly affects open-water disposal,
including island and marsh creation, occurring in lakes, rivers,
harbors or other waters if they are within the limits of the
territorial sea. Land disposal is affected if the proposed action is
marsh filling (Sec. 404) or if leachate, runOff, or effluent from
upland disposal of dredged material will enter navigable waters (Sec.
402; Bradley, 1976, 46).
Clean Water Act of 1977 (P. L. 95-217)
Section 67(g)(1) of this Act grants states the right to establish
a Section 404 permit program for the discharge of dredged material if
the state's proposed program is approved by the Administrator of EPA.
Section 67(r) exempts federal dredged material disposal operations from
regulation by federal or state 404 permit programs if the following
conditions hold:
1) The proposed operation is specifically authorized by
Congress;
2) An environmental impact statement has been prepared in
accordance with NEPAj and/or
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3) The EIS has been sUbmitted to Congress before any
discharge has occurred and prior to authorization of the
project by Congress.
If a proposed federal disposal operation does not qualify for exemption
under this statute, the Corps' choice of disposal options, in a state
with its own permitting program, may be constrained if that state's
standards are more stringent than federal standards.
Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (P. L. 92-532)
Section 103 requires permits, issued by the Corps of Engineers,
for the transportation of dredged material for the purpose of dumping
it into ocean waters. The Act affects any proposed federal ocean
disposal operation which is to occur seaward of the baseline.
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (P. L. 92-583)
Requires that federal activities, directly affecting the coastal
zone of a state with an approved coastal zone management plan, be
consistent with the state plan. Virtually all of the Corps' disposal
operations are affected by this Act. Both land and open-water disposal
alternatives are equally affected.
National Enyironmental Policy Act of 1969 (P. L. 91-190)
Requires federal agencies to prepare environmental impact
statements and hold pUblic hearings on proposed actions. All of the
Corps' disposal operations require an environmental assessment and
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p~blic hearings under this Act. The Act applies equally to land and
open-water disposal alternatives.
Endangered Species Act (P. L. 93-205)
Designed to promote the conservation of endangered and threatened
species and the habitat upon which they live. Land disposal operations
are affected by Section 7, which requires federal actions to be
conducted in a manner that does not threaten habitat of listed species
(Cole and Brainard, 1978, 36).
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (P. L. 85-624)
Requires that wildlife conservation be considered on equal terms,
and coordinated with, other features of water resource development
programs. Proposed land disposal operations must meet these
requirements. If any disposal operation will result in impoundment,
diversion or deepening of any body of water, the Corps must consult
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Cole and Brainard, 1978, 37).
Resource Conservation and Recoyery Act of 1976 (P. L. 94-580)
Designed to insure safe disposal of waste on land, and to
regulate managemnent of hazardous waste. Land disposal of dredged
material is regulated by this Act to the extent that open dumping might
be harmful to human health. Also, if the dredged material is
considered hazardous waste by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA),the Corps is required to obtain a permit from EPA and provide
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extensive inforn~tjon on the characteristics of the waste material the,
dumping schedule and the characteristics of the dumpsite (Cole and
Brainard, 1978, 34).
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (P. L. 90-4482
Provides for federal flood insurance to occupants of areas
designated as flood hazard areas, and encourages state and local
governments to establish land use guidelines for designated areas. A
land disposal operation is sUbject to the provisions of this Act if the
proposed acitvity is to take place in a designated flood hazard zone
(Cole and Brainard, 1978, 38).
Wild and Scenic Riyers Act (P. L. 90-5422
Allows for designation of certain valuable rivers and their
immediate environments as special protection areas.
operation proposed within one of these designated areas is
the provisions of this Act (Cole and Brainard, 1978, 39).
A disposal
subject ot
The National Historic Preservation Act (P. L. 93-2052
Requires the Corps to coordinate with appropriate state
preservation officers and preservation organizations to determine the
potential effects of Corps actions on significant cultural resources
(33 CFR Part 230.25(a)(1)).
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Estuary Protection Act CP. L. 90-454)
Requires the Corps to submit EA or EIS on proposed projects
affecting estuaries to the Department of Interior for review (33 CFR
230.25(a)(6)).
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APPENDIX B
Raw Data
Legend:
W open water disposal
L land disposal
H hydraulic dredge
B/S bucket and scow dredge
M maintenance dredging
NW new-work dredging
LIQ liquid phase bioassay
SP suspended particulate phase bioassay
SOL solid phase bioassay
Y yes, the test was performed
N no, the test was not performed
ND not done
+ denotes negative test results
Notes:
1) An empty cell in the matrix of biological test results denotes a positive
finding. Elsewhere in the table, an empty cell inicates no data was
available.
2) Cost data are estimates of 1984 dollar value.
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Disp. Dredge Work Volume (}
Project Location ~ ~ ~ ~ (CX x 1 )
1• Black Rock Harbor-Cedar Creek 1,
Bridgeport, CT 1982 W BIS M 125.0
2. Black Rock Harbor-Cedar Creek 2,
Bridgeport, CT 1982 W BIS M 70.0
3. Block Island-Great Salt Pond,
Block Island, RI 1982 L H M 40.0
4. Block Island-Harbor of Refuge,
Block Island, RI 1982 L H M 15.0
5. Boston Harbor,
Boston, MA 1984 W BIS M 720.0
6. Buttermilk Bay Channel,
Bourne, MA 1982 W BIS NW 1.3
7. Chatham Harbor,
Chatham, MA 1978 L H M 40.0
8. Chatham Harbor,
Chatham, MA 1983 L H M 75.0
9. Clinton Harbor,
Clinton, CT 1981 W BIS M 25.0
10. Cohasset Harbor,
Cohasset, MA 1978 W H M 15.0
11. Corea Harbor,
Gouldsboro, ME 1981 W BIS NW 30.9
12. Connecticut River-Lower Bars,(below Hartford), CT 1982 W H M 100.0
13. Cuttyhunk Harbor, M 10.0Cuttyhunk, MA 1977 L H
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Bulk Sediment Content
COST GRSZ CD HG PETHYD VS PCB DDT
($/CY) (% Fines) (PPM) (PPM) (%) ill (PPB) (PPB)
1. 3.27 75.8 20.0 1.4 0.9 9.5 1455.0 580.0
2. 3.27 81.0 26.2 2.7 1.3 12.4 108.0 2.0
3. 3.48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4. 3.48 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. 71.6 4.3 1.0 0.5 4.7 653.3 2.7
6. 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.6
7. 3.23 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.2
8. 2.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9. 6.62 38.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.6
10. 28.7 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.4
11. 34.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 3.9
12. 3.70 79.2 4.5 0.1 0.0 5.1 0.0
13. 4.25 37.4 2.0 0.3 0.0 3.0
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Bioassay Results Bioaccum. Results
Negative Results Negative Results
Test? Before Dil. After Dil. Test? Ql HG PETHYD ~ DDI
LlQ ~ SOL UQ ~ ~
1. y + + y + + +
2. y + + y + + +
3. N N
4. N N
5. y + + y + + +
6. N N
7. N N
8. N N
9. N N
10. N N
11. N N
12. N N
13. N N
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Disp. Dredge Work Volume rY
Project Location ~ ~ ~ ~ (CX x 1 )
14. Fall River Harbor Turning
Basin, MA and RI 1978 L H M 118.0
15. Fall River Harbor,
MA and RI 1982 W B/S Mol 4000.0
16. Green Harbor,
Marshfield, MA 1978 L H M 42.0
17. Green Harbor,
Marshfield, MA 1982 L H M 20.0
18. Green Harbor,
Marshfield, MA 1984 W B/S M 40.0
19. Guilford Harbor,
Gu ilford , CT 1981 L H M 40.0
20. Island End River,
Chelsea, MA 1980 W B/S Mol 130.0
21. Kennebec River,
Kennebec, ME 1981 W H M 50.0
22. Kennebunk River,
Kennebunk, ME 1984 W B/S M 20.0
23. Milford Harbor,
Milford, CT 1980 L H M 40.0
24. Mill and Quinnipiac Rivers,
New Haven, CT 1981 W B/S M 200.0
25. New Haven Harbor,
New Haven, CT 1978 W B/S M 225.0
26. New Haven Harbor,
New Haven, CT 1982 W B/S M 1500.0
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Bulk Sediment Content
COST GRSZ CD HG PETHYD VS PCB DDT
($/CY) (% Fines)
..CEOO (PPM) (%) ill (PPB) (PPB)
14. 2.89 92.4 2.6 3.3 11 .6 430.0 37.0
15. 84.5 3.3 1.9 0.1 4. 1 19.9 9.6
16. 4.70 1.0 0.1 0.1 2.7
17. 2.33 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
18. 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
19. 4.95 62.8 2. 1 0.3 0.1 4.9 0.0 0.0
20. 74.3 7.7 0.8 3.4 2.0 2.0 5.0
21. 4.54 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
22. 7.74 30.7 3.3 0.6 0.0 4.4
23. 5.85 3.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
24. 4.13 87.4 9.5 2.5 0.7 16.1 15.5 0.0
25. 4.29 78.3 3.2 0.7 0.4 5.4
26. 3.75 64.1 3.9 0.1 0.2 5.2 50.0 10.0
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Bioassay Results Bioaccum. Results
Negative Results Negative Results
Test? Before Dil. After Dil. Test? .cD HG PETHYD PCB .DN
LIQ. ~ SOL 1lQ ~ SOL
14. N N
15. y + y +
16. N N
17. N N
18. N N
19. N N
20. y + N
21. N N
22. y y
23. N N
24. y + + y + +
25. y + N
26. y ND ND y + +
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Disp. Dredge Work Volume
Project Location ~ ~ ~ ~ (Cy x 103)
n. Norwalk Harbor,
Norwalk, CT 1979 W B/S M 300.0
28. Patchoque River,
Westbrook, CT 1982 L H NW 17.5
29. Pawtuxet Cove,
Warwick, RI 1981 L H M 35.0
30. Penobscot River,
Bucksport, ME 1984 W ? M 70.0
31 • Piscataqua River,
Newington, NH 1979 L H M 35.0
32. Portland Harbor,
Portland, ME 1979 W B/S M 850.0
33. Portsmouth Harbor and
Piscataqua River, NH and ME 1983 L B/S NW 228.0
34. Rockport Harbor, Old Harbor,
and Pigeon Cove, Rockport, MA 1983 W B/S NW 39.7
35. Saco River,
Biddeford/Saco, ME 1978 L H M 87.0
36. Saco River-Camp Ell is Harbor,
Saco, ME 1981 L H NW 9.4
37. Saquatucket Harbor,
Harwich, MA 1983 L H NW 46.0
38. Sesuit Harbor,
Dennis, MA 1978 L H NW 40.0
39. Stamford Harbor,
Stamford, CT 1978 W B/S M 76.0
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Bulk Sediment Content
COST GRSZ CD HG PETHYD VS PCB DDT
($/CY) (% Fines) (PPM) (PPM) (%) ill (PPB) (PPB)
ZT. 6.06 86.1 5.9 2.5 0.4 6.4
28. 4.05 72.0 2.0 0.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 0.0
29. 38.8 1.8 0.6 0.4 5.6 ZT50.0 101.0
30. 60.0 3.9 1.2 0.0 19.9 10.0 30.0
31. 7.46 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
32. 3.36 80.1 3.0 0.3 0.3 4.5 0.0 0.0
33. 8.2 1.7 0.2 0.1 2.4
34. 50.9 5.2 0.2 0.2 4.2 4023.3 46.7
35. 3.44 1.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0
36. 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.7
37. 34.1 2.6 0.1 0.1 8.1 10.0 20.0
38. 1.0 0.2 0.2 4.8 9.0 68.0
39. 5.54 73.4 28.0 3.1 2.2 10.2 553.1 1.4
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Bioassay Results Bioaccum. Resylts
Negative Results Negative Results
Test? Before Dil. After Dil. Test? QL ill! PETHYD PCB IIDI.
UQ ~ ~ UQ ~ SOL
27. y + + + + N
28. N N
29. y + + N
30. N N
31. N N
32. y y + +
33. N N
34. y y + +
35. N N
36. N N
37. N N
38. N N
39. y + N
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Disp. Dredge Work Volume
Project Location ~ ~ ~ ~ (CX x 103)
40. Stonington Harbor,
Stonington, ME 1982 W ? NW 47.3
41. Wellfleet Harbor,
Wellfleet, MA 1980 W B/S M 70.0
42. Westcott Cove 1,
Stamford, CT 1978 L H M 18.0
43. Westcott Cove 2,
Stamford, CT 1978 L H M 7.0
44. Weymouth Fore River,
Weymouth/Braintree, MA 1981 W B/S NW 31.0
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Bulk Sediment Content
COST GRSZ CD HG PETHYD VS PCB DDT
($/CY) (% Fines) (PPM) (PPM) (%) ill (PPB) lEEfu.
40. 79.0
41. 4.63 81.6 5.6 0.3 0.3 11.8
42. 10.0 0.7 0.3 0.7 2.0 0.0
43. 83.0 4.0 0.4 0.2 4.4
44. 93.9 6.2 1.4 0.4
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Bioassay Results
Negative Results
Test? Before Dil. After Dil.
Bioaccum. Results
Negative Results
Test? Q2. HG PETHYD PCB DlIT
40.
41.
42.
44.
y
y
N
N
y
+ +
+ +
y
N
N
N
y
+
Note: The data in this table were compiled from the records of the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, New England Division, Waltham, Mass.
Sources included project reports and environmental assessments from
the Navigation Branch; computer printouts of bulk sediment and
elutriate test results, and handwritten records of bioassay/bio-
accumulation test results from the Regulatory Branch.
CEQ
COE
CZMA
DEIS
DMRP
EA
EIS
EPA
FEIS
FaNSI
FWPCA
FWS
MPRSA
NED
NEPA
NMFS
RCRA
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Agpendix C
List of Abbreyiations
Council on Environmental Quality
Corps of Engineers
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Dredged Material Research Program
Environmental Assesment
Environmental Impact Statement
Environmental Protection Agency
Final Environmental Impact Statement
Finding of No Significant Impact
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
u. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act
New England Division (COE)
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
National Marine Fisheries Service
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
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